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Is
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That Actuates Thug, Says
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Shore Fisheries
Charged With Auto Lar
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
W. A. Ayer of Union
The Rockland Gazette was established i
ceny
ln 1346. In 1874 the Courier was estab
The Legislative week got away to
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln 1882. The Free Press was established' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Lieut. A. W. Cushman left yester a flying start Tuesday. Among the
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to ' In your Saturday issue you pub day for Painesville, Ohio, where he many bills introduced were these:
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
lished an editorial from the Portland will assume custody of Henry Barnes, St. Clair, Knox—Would amend
, March 17, 1897.

Committees Named When R. & R. Lime Corporation and
Limerock Railroad Announce Interest On First Mortgage
Bonds Will Not Be Paid

As a result of continued bad busi- Wadleigh B. Drummond, Portland,
Press Herald on the repeal of the who is wanted in Belfast for not re 1929 law authorizing $15,000,000 high- ness conditions generally affecting 1 chairman; Ralph A. Bramhall, Port
Jp *•* •••
«•* •••
••• ••• •»••»•••• )P: standard time law. I quote the fol turning a taxicab which he had hired way and bridge bond issue to permit j the lime industry, advance notice has land: H- N- McDougall, Portland;
there
•••
••• lowing from it:
balance to be used as needed on ap- j,
____„
Homer E. Robinson, Rockland; Al•••
The secret of success is con- —
Having obtained a car thus cheap proval of governor and council in been given to the bondholders of the bert P. Cushman, Bangor; Wadleigh
"Many cities and some towns have
stancy to purpose.—Disraeli.
••• refused to be bound by it.” • » » ♦ ly Barnes appears to have snitched stead of on approval of legislature.
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp, B. Drummond, Portland, secretary
•••
Which have been turned in toward new coats
••• ••• ••• «•> ••• *•*
••• ••• «•> ••• ••• BP “They do not wish to have their gasolene as he went along, and this Words "covering a period of not less
that
interest on the first mortgage and counsel.
brought
him
to
grief
in
Painesville
habits regulated by other people who
than three years” would be stricken
live in the country.”
We take Stock February First, and in order to close
where he is serving a jail sentence from section providing for state bonds due Feb. 1, 1931, will not be
George B. Wood, President of the
DROUGHT RELIEF
Is this spirit not the same that whifti will expire Saturday. He will highway commission to lay out con paid.
Lime Corp. , made the following
out all used coats, we have marked them at a fraction
actuates the thug, bootlegger, and all then be turned over to the Maine struction program upon which bond
A bondholders’ protective commit statement yesterday:
Red Cross Fund Grows Slow- other criminals? How can we expect officer for a subsequent sample of funds would be expended.
of their real value. We quote no prices, as you will
tee
lias been formed and notice sent
“Little if any improvement in
youths oi
of toaay
today to become
1
M r' i • .
r c j i the
ule yuuws
oecome law Maine justice.
Small, Waldo—Would open season
ly Ao Geriainty Ot red- , abiding citizens when the leading
The stolen car was recovered.
for hunting and trapping any fur to the various bondholders requesting business conditions affecting the
have to see the coats to appreciate their worth. Don’t
paper of the State openly advocates
Lieut. Cushman will stop in Colum bearing animal, except wild hares that their bonds be deposited with lime industry can be looked for in
eral Aid
delay seeing these coats if you are at all interested.
the violation of a law because some bus to obtain extradition papers.
and rabbits, in Waldo County from the committee under a protective the immediate future. It may be
the people (not all) of some of the
Nov. 1 to Jan. 31.
Active support of the Red Cross of
cities do not like it?
Small, Waldo—Would make it agreement, in order that concerted hoped, however, that a considerable
THE
FIRST
HANGING
drought relief is imperative if the
1 Brown Pony Coat with brown fox collar and cuffs.
What we need is a Federal law
lawful
to hunt skunks and raccoons action may be taken in whatever ; improvement will occur during the
emergency service is to go forward which would prohibit the public
in this great national misfortune. exhibition or publication of any time Dr. Noyes of Stonington at night with a dog and using a rifle manner may be determined best on last half of the present year. Opera1 Tan Caracul Coat with martin collar.
not larger than the regular .22 behalf of the bondholders. The com- ! tions of the company are being conContributions are coming in but other than the time established by
slowly. The county’s quota set by the Federal government over half a / Cites a Number of Early calibre, (.22 calibre hi-power ex mittee comprises: H. N. McDougall, ducted on a basis modified to meet
1 Raccoon Coat.
pressly forbidden), or a shotgun not
National Red Cross is $3200.
Instances
century ago, and any who would
larger than 12 gauge, using not larger Portland, chairman; Walter S. Wy present conditions, and overhead ex
Some idea of the importance of the violate it should be punished the
1 Raccoon Coat.
than number two shot and a kero- man, Augusta; Blin W. Page, Skow- penses have been reduced to a mini
situation is shown by this telegram same as any other criminal.
Stonington, Jan 19
sene light, from Nov. 1 to Dec. 15, in- jhegan; Charles Ault, Auburn; Clif- mum. Earnings sufficient to pay
received from Chairman John Barton
I Marmot Coat.
When the spring comes the farmer Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
clusive, in Waldo County.
, ,
.
Payne, Washington, D. C., with spe is compelled by the nature of his
Your issue of Jan. 15 contains an
Day, Gorham-An act to require ford M- Brewer. Boston: Leonard bond interest and bond sinking fund
cial attention called to the comment occupation to arise earlier and work article captioned “The Last Hanging.”
1 Black Sealine Coat.
annual license fee of $100 fror.i per- I Pierce, Portland, secretary and coun- requirements cannot be expected
on the pending legislation:
later. He certainly has no desire to There is a correction I wish to make sons or organizations engaged in the
I Black Pony Coat.
The needs of the drought deprive anyone of the privilege of as regards the statement that the business of renting billboards, and to sel. The Fidelity Trust Co. of Port until a return to improved business
conditions.
stricken sufferers are immediate enjoying the beauties of the early first of eleven hangings in Maine oc regulate same under direction of the land is named as depository.
I Caracul Coat with gray squirrel collar and cuffs.
and insistent. Pending legislation morning in summer or of a little curred Feb. 3, 1825.
Similar action has been taken with
"The bondholders protective com
chief of the state highway police.
may never become effective. Im recreation in the evening if he is
If that informant meant it to have
Day. Gorham—An amendment to regard to the first mortgage bonds of mittee for both the Lime Corpora
1 Gray Wallaby Coat.
portant steps are being taken to ) fortunate enough to have a business been the first hanging in Thomaston require the licensing of individual
the Lime Rock Railroad Company, a tion and the Lime Rock Railroad
make our campaign successful that will permit.
or, even in Wiscasset where I under billboards by the secretary of State subsidi
of the Roekland & Rock. Company comprise men who are.
which will be announced shortly.
He does, however, claim that it stood that some hanging had been and payment of fee for same.
. J
The job of the Red Cross is to col would be no more trouble for the citi done earlier than in Thomaston,
port Lime Corp., following notifica recognized financial and industrial
lect the amount needed and meet zens of any city, who so desire, to then the rendition of that date may
Highlights in the “administrative” tion that the interest due Feb. 1, leaders in the State of Maine. It is
its responsibilities as it always has.
announce that they would open their be right. But if it is intended to code which would effect a reorgani
most fortunate both for the bond
I Black Dog Coat with muskrat collar.
Contributions previously acknowl places of business an hour earlier mean that that was the first hanging zation of the State Government, as 1931 will not be paid.
edged:
in the State of Maine, or in the Dis introduced jn the Senate yesterday Notice has been sent to the bond holders and the management of the
commencing
a
certain
date
than
it
is
1 Plain Black Dog Coat.
The Courier-Gazette ............ $10.00 to announce that the clocks should trict of Maine while it was a part of were:
holders of the Lime Rock Railroad company that men of this character
Additional contributions:
be set ahead on a given night and Massachusetts, then somebody has
Twenty-five boards and commis- j Company by the following named have been willing to serve on the
2 Brown Calf Coats.
Dr. F. F. Brown .................. $ 5.00 | thus remove all strife and confusion been misinformed for at least the sions to be abolished.
bondholders’ protective committee: committees.”
Thomaston Branch, Red Cross 25.00 | over time.
three following reasons:
State auditor to be elected by the j
3 Men’s Fur Lined Coats.
Hon. and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb 25.00
First—My offhand recollection is Legislature instead of by popular
We can ill afford to cultivate any
R. A. Coe ...............................
1.00 ill feeling between the business man that an old man in a camp (a sort of ballot.
CAMDEN BATTERY DISBANDED
Mrs. Edward Venner ................. 1.00 an(j dle agriculturalist as we have hermit) was murdered for his money
Commissioner of Agriculture to be
Dr. E. B. Howard ..................
1.00 j0Q mucj1 of that feeling manifest in in or about the town of Bristol some appointed by the Governor—is now
^llllllllltllllllllllllillllllllllllllllilllllllllillllllllltlllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
I Congress now. The law-abiding and time before 1800, and the murderer elected by the Legislature.
The golden voice of Atwater Kent God-fearing citizens of our country was discovered, convicted and hung
Board of State Assessors to be Lieut. Hardy Holds Present Status Pending Settlement—
radios may be heard at the John A. have a man’s size job to combat the, for the same.
abolished and the State’s taxation
Lieut. Shute Transferred To Reserve
Karl & Co.’s store, 305 Main street. lawlessness and cursedness of the , Second—This I am sure of; in a activities to be administered by a
Authorized Atwater Kent dealers.— present age without dividing our Court at Hallowell, 1794. Edmund bureau of taxation in the proposed I
forces on the most foolish fad of the ; Fortis. a negro, was sentenced to be Department of Finance.
adv.
hung for the murder of a young girl,
day “daylight-saving time.”
Battery C of the 240th Coast Artil- [ be turned over to the adjutant genState’s public health, welfare and
Pamela Tilton, and under sentence institutional activities to be con-! )ery located at Camden is disbanded eral s offlce t° be held for settlement
W. A. Ayer
___ 4._____ .4. '
J
Uillr.
4-V.»
of
death
in
Pownalborough
was
Union, Jan. 19.
solidated under a single department., and a new battery for the Maine Na- of outstanding bills against the or
ordered executed Sept. 25, 1794, be
ganization.
State purchasing agent to purchase;
.
tween 12 and 3 o’clock—or did he get all standardized articles used by tlonal Ouard IS ordered recruited at
"Second Lieut. Shirley A. Shute is
AMERICANIZATION WORK
clear from this?
State.
Kennebunk by a special order hereby transferred to the Maine NaThousands of Children Suf
Third
—
Coming
nearer
to
my
home
Executive heads of the 12"admin-1 emanating from the office of Adjutant '■ tional Guard reserve as 2d lieutenant,
The Unit sending in the best re
fer from Worms, and Their
toform aj General Hanson Tuesday.
Both ' Coast Artillery.
port of Americanization work done is the case of Ebenczer Ball who was istrative” departments
Mothers Do Not Know What
I actions are on the authority of a
“Enlisted men of Battery C who
during the year will be presented executed at Castine, Oct. 31, 1811, for Governor’s cabinet.
the Trouble Is.
shooting
John
T.
Downes,
Jan.
28
of
Abolishment of theinland fish-1 dispatch of recent date from the j desire to remain in the service may.
with an award at the State Conven the same year in the lower part ot
Signs of Worms are: Constipation de tion to be held in Calais in the fall, Calais, while the latter was under eries and game advisory council and militia bureau and are effective lm- j upon application, be transferred to
other organizations of the National
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip, offen donated by Mrs. Ethel G. Cummings
the Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis mediately.
taking to arrest him for being en sion and cooperation between the
sive breath, hard and full stomach with
Woodbury H. Stevens is designat- Guard. All other enlisted men of
of Woodfords. department chairman gaged
pains, pale face, eyes heavy, short dry
in the manufacture of counter warden services of the two depart- j ed by the order to recruit the new the battery are hereby transferred
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red | of Americanization and National feit money. This is the first case of
to the Maine National Guard Rebattery.
Department of Maine, capital punishment on record east ments.
points on the tongue, starting during Defense,
Disposal of the officers and enlist serve under paragraph 41. N. O. R„
sleep with troublesome dreams, slow fever. American Legion Auxiliary, has been
of the Penobscot River. Ball, to
Gov. and Mrs. Wm. Tudor Gardi ed personnel of C Battery is made ' No. 25. The commanding officer,
Mrs. H. N. Roberts. 502 Asylum St., I announced. Mrs. Cummings who is gether with two accomplices, had
as follows:
j Battery C, will forward the original
Flint, Mich., wrote; “My little girl to serve as a delegate from this de- three places of rendezvous that I ner entertained Tuesday evening in
“Second Lieut. George W. Hardy [ enlistment papers and service rec
is relieved of her worms.” And in | partment to the National Defense have seen where they carried out the Blaine Mansion at the biennial ;
reception to the members of the j will be held in his present status ords of all enlisted men not trans
a later letter wrote: “Baby is fine Conference to be held in Washington. their illegal practices. One was at
Legislature and their wives and hus- pending settlement of his accounts. I ferred to other organizations, to the
and it was your Dr. True’s Elixir ' D. C., Jan. 29-30 and 31, Is urging Seal Cove, Grand Manan Island,
bands. In the receiving line with I He will at once prepare Form 100 for adjutant general’s office, Augusta,
' that special stress be put on the
that helped her.”
I have seen the crucibles and Governor and Mrs. Gardiner were ; the month of January, 1931, and pay Maine.
| Americanization program and that where
silver blanks dug from that site; an
“Lieut. Col. William C. Goodwin,
i each Americanization committee other was at Devil's Head on the St. President of the Senate, and Mrs. rolls for armory drills covering the
work first in the Unit, second with Croix River, not far from where he Burleigh Martin of Augusta, and Period from Nov. 1, 1930. to Jan. 20, retired, state quartermaster, will take
possession of all battery records and
the youth, third with the foreign shot Downes, and the third was ih Speaker of the House and Mrs. E. [ 1931. date of disbandment.
Delmont Merrill of Dover-Foxcroft i “All battery records will be com- all military property issued for the
!
born,
and
fourth
in
the
community.
LAXATIVE
the interior of Robbinston. He was The legislators and their wives were pleted to date and any funds that use of Battery C, now in the armory
related to Deer Isle families by mar introduced by the members of the may be on hand in Battery C will or in the hands of individuals.”
WORM EXPELLER
riage and buried, as a consequence,
Council: George G. Lord
under an old apple tree by the side Governor's
A pure herb Laxative and not a
Wells, Charles F. Cummings of I
, iizpry Mice LI Al F
what strangers think, but what my
of a brook near the old carding mill of
harsh stimulator; quick, natural
Auburn, Blaine S. Viles of Augusta,
iviwj i
friends think.”
in Deer Isle. A number of people
relief from constipation.
Forrest Bond of Jefferson. Lewis O.
,
Miss Hale also expressed the hope
Home
of Mrs. David Talbot
went
from
Deer
Isle
to
Castine
at
Family size $1.20; other alzee 60c & 40c.
Talbot Avenue
the time of the hanging to witness Barrows of Newport and Allen c. Men s League Hears r me that some day some college will
4-Th-13
=
confer a degree upon some mother
the tragedy, lost their courage and Wilson of Presque Isle. Those assist
TUESDAY, 8.00 P. M.
Mixture of Anecdotes and who has sacrificed for others.
ing Mrs. Gardiner were Senator
turned
their
backs
upon
the
scene
Tickets 50 Cents
10-11
and missed the very thing they went Claire S. Carter of Auburn, Repre
Common _____
Sense
for—to see Ebenezer Ball hung. It's sentatives Bessie M. Carter of FairThe property on Broadway, widely
field,
Lena
M.
Day
of
Gorham,
MaI
possible there were hangings before rian E. Martin of Bangor and Maude
known as Community Park, which
Attendance
at
the
Baptist
Men
’
s
these that have escaped my attention
M. Morey of Auburn.
League meeting last night was not has furnished such pleasant diversion
as an historian.
----- —----------up to the standard, because of so for students of the city schools in
Reliable, energetic man wanted to
B. Lake Noyes, M. D.
PARK THEATRE
many competing attractions, but the spring, fall and winter, and for the
handle Watkins Products in Rock
general public in summer, bids fair
MAINE
’
S
BONDED
DEBT
------‘‘faithful” spent one of the most deland. Wonderful opportunity for
That lively, grinning comic, Jack ,Ughtful evenings in the League's his- to become a municipal charge. The
Maine’s total bonded indebtedness
right man. Average earnings over Steamer CORNISH will make regular
Rockland Community and School
;
on Dec. 31, 1930, was $23,759,300. Of Oakie, sets a wild and woolly pace in .
Association
voted
$40 weekly. Steady work. No
sailings for Boston, freight only, leav this amount $17,816,500 was issued his new starring picture, "The Gang ; t°ry listening to a rapid fire address Improvement
Of the Economy Flour & Feed Co., Wholesalers of the Finest
Tuesday to turn the property over to
layoff. Write B. WORLEY, 231 ing Rockland for Boston Wednesdays for highways and bridges and $3,000,- Buster," an hilarious melodrama by a speaker or the opposite sex.
Quality Grains, Flours and Feeds of all kinds and featuring
and Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. M.; 000 for the Kennebec Bridge be packed with hearty laughs and shiv- ] The lessened attendance of the the city if certain provisions are
Johnson Avenue, Newark, New
leaves Rockland for Bangor and in tween Bath and Woolwich. Among ery thrills coming to the Park Frit few meetings was recognized as acceptable to both the association
Elmore’s Poultry and Dairy Feeds, Stover's Pride Flours
Jersey.
and the municipality. The commit
termediate landings Tuesdays and I the bonds outstanding are $500 in day-Saturday. In this Paramount
....
®
10
’
lt
Oakie is cast as a young and a V1^a* issue, and a committee com- tee on the part of the former will
and Waseo Wheat Feeds at Lowest Prices, with Truck De, Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
i Civil War bonds not yet presented for picture
1
not too bright insurance salesman prising President Crie, Rev. J. | comprise John M. Richardson, A. W.
During the holiday weeks the steamer payment.
livery Service to all towns within 25 miles of Rockland.
from Arkansas who comes to the big Charles MacDonald and Supt. E. L. , 5*°ry !!nd Willis I. Ayer, with
WESTPORT, freight and passengers,
town and finds himself surrounded Toner chairman of the entertainment Judge
B Butler as advisory
Any Dealer, Feeder or Farmers buying in five bag lots or
leaves Rockland for Bar Harbor and
by all sorts of gangsters who men- ; committee was appointed to take the counseI. The conference will be
intermediate landings Tuesdays and
WANTED
more, are invited to purchase at Wholesale from our most
ace his life. But Oakie, innocent of matter in hand. It is not improbable ' dt'd W1 . Mayor Richardson and
Saturdays at 7.30 A. M. For Brooklin
all threatening and evil influences, that some other night will be sub- I Clty Solicitor E. W. Pike.
complete and Largest Warehouse Stock to be found in Rock
and intermediate landings on Mon
goes his merry way, selling insurance stituted for the time-honored Weddays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M. instead
land. We are now ready for Business. Phone or write for
and winning the heart of a beautiful nesday, because of the fact that oth- “Africa Speaks,” now playing in
of the usual sailings for Bar Harbor
prices today. We Guarantee Satisfaction and Best Serv
girl whose father has been put "on ! er churches use Wednesday night for Portland, is booked for Friday and
on Tuesdays and Fridays and tor
Local Bakers Arc Offering
the spot.'
their circle suppers, and it is gen Saturday of next week at Park The
Brooklin on Mondays and Thursdays.
ice. Usual Terms.
“The Gang Buster" is one of erally a busy night.
Effective week of January 4 regular
atre.
Write or Phone
Oakie’s funniest pictures. And the
One new member was admitted—
schedule will be resumed
most exciting too. For comedy, William J. Frye.
PETER EDWARDS
broad and hilarious, works hand in
The speaker was Miss Florence YOUR FAVORITE POEM
hand with action that’s spiced with Hale, from the State Department of
Made From
Tel. 806-J
If I had to live my life again I would
suspense
and countless thrills. Education, prominently mentioned
steamship lines
Through it all the freckled, smiling ) for the presidency of the National; and" lute* to some music at leasf onie
ROCKLAND
Jack Oakie does his stuff in the best Education Association, and a plat- a week. The loss of these tastes is a
approved manner, risking his neck form speaker who has often been 1088 ot happiness—Charles Darwin,
H. H. STOVER. Manager
without knowing it more times than called to the West Coast on lecture
VINETA
Phone 1201 Rockland, Day or Night
Packed By
tours.
you’d think possible.
(A translation from the German)
The
girl
to
whom
Oakie
loses
his
Her
talk
brimmed
with
anecdotes
CLARENCE S. BEVERAGE, Traveling Salesman
ocean evening bells are swinging.
heart is played by that soft spoken. not forgetting the “critics” whom Under
Muffled by the waters, faint and slow—
Residence Phone 243, Rockland
talented young actress, Jean Arthur, she was obliged to face on the occa- Telling by their wild, unearthly ringing
Of a strange old city down below.
who disports herself with charm and sion of her first visit to Rockland,
We Aim To Please You—Truckloads or Carloads
grace.
Edward
Sutherland,
who
put
She
emphasized
the
value
of
pub10-11
Looking downward, mid the currents
THOMASTON, ME.
Oakie through his paces in “The lie speaking and told of the remarks
darkling,
Spires and towers and walls are dimly
Social Lion" and “The Sap From which President Hoover made as an
seen;
Syracuse," directed this new Jack aside on the occasion of the brilliant Radiance
from their roofs of silver spark
Oakie comedy.—adv.
address which he delivered before the
ling
Glitters upwards through the waters
National Education Association. These
green.
Exposition Building
The golden voice of Atwater Kent remarks were not heard by the radio
Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
audience
for
the
reason
that
they
radios
may
be
heard
at
the
John
A.
He,
whose
bark above that sunken city
try Co. you are selling direct to the Slaughter House. You can al
Portland, Maine
Through the evening twilight once has
Karl & Co.’s store, 305 Main street. were not directed at the microphone.
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what we have done
gone.
Miss Hale in the course of her last Drawn henceforth by secret love and
Authorized Atwater Kent dealers.—
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
trip across the continent was a
adv.
pity.
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
Steers forever to that mystery lone.
Thanksgiving dinner guest of the
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
governor of Virginia and ate her So within my heart the bells are swing
being so low. We will be up here the lirst two days of the week. Rain
Christmas dinner at Hollywood. She
ing.
or Shine. Leave your calls with (IEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
Faint and slow they sound on mem
was in Oklahoma when an oil well
CLASS IN
39 and our Representative will call on you.
ory’s shore.
went wild and spattered the town Ah! I hear their strange, unearthly ring
buildings in a manner that would
ing.
Telling of the Love which comes no
have made cement dust look like
more.
AND CARE OF THE SICK
talcum powder.
Miss Hale entered a strong plea Dearest hopes therein are sunk forever.
Through the tide of time their memory
for the voicing of appreciation of
7.00 o'clock
home folks and home things, citing Faith gleams;
and Truth, whose glory faileth
For Registration at the
the marked contrast which she found
never,
Glitter through the current of my
in
California,
where
everybody
is
a
Central Maine Power Co. booster and nobody speaks slighting
dreams.
PORTLAND AUTOMOBILE DEALERS’ ASSOCIATION
Room
ly of those who have done well.
And those dear Illusive echoes falling
From an unseen world, so far apart,
REVERE, MASS.
447 Main Street—Upstairs
“Nobody cares about honors,” she
like angel-voices, ever calling
10-lt
said, ‘ unless there is somebody to Sound
Registration is Limited
From
that sunken city, ln my heart.
6-18
share them with. With me it is not
—James x reemau Uiarae.

USED FUR COATS

MEN’S COATS

Announcement

{

MONEY-SAVING SALE

g| If Mothers Only Knew
WiZZ Continue the Month of January =

Men’s Suits and Overcoats
Save $9 to $15

Boys’ Suits .
Save $4 to $9

Leather Coats and Mackinaws
Save $3 to $6

Dr.Trues Elixir

BURPEE & LAMB

OPENING
ANNOUNCEMENT

Chapin Class Musicale

WANTED

TEMPORARY CHANGE
IN FREIGHT SCHEDULE

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

ECONOMY
Flour <S Feed Co.

Blueberry, Squash
and Apple Pies

LIVE
POULTRY

EASTERN

Kid Glove Brand
Products
BLACK & GAY
CANNERS, Inc.

POULTRY
WANTED

PORTLAND

AUTO SHOW
ALL NEXT WEEK

HOME HYGIENE

MASSACHUSETTS

LIVE POULTRY CO.

Tonight

HAS A

The Courier-Gazette

SUBSTANTIAL

LEAD

A NEW PRODUCT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me.. Jan. 22, 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Wno on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Jan. 20. 1930, there was printed a total of
61p8 copies.
W. II BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day
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Dcrothy Cross Well Out In Front In Veteran Firemen’s
Contest, But You Never Can Tell

The Veter an Firemen's food fair I Brady of the Hydraulion Engine Co.
If ye love me, keep my command and bazaar todav turns onto the last of Bristol.
* * * «
ments.—John 14:15.
half of its career, apparently having
Chief
Mason
of Bangor will be
1,1
j
The Courier-Gazette numbers among evaded the snowstorm jinx. Includ present Friday night; also State fire
ed in tonight's program will be men officials Frank Fortier and
its valued contributors W. A. Ayer of
Superstitious Jones, master magician; Frank Turner of Bath. Battery E
Union whose communication con-’
Little Bill and His Harmonica; Prof. will put on its famous drill in the j
cerning standard time, published in
hall after the parade, and don't miss ,
Sim, illusionist; recitations; the seeing the boys in action. The Fireanother column, will be read with ■
interest, and will have the undoubt-1 Jiminez Troubadors, and dancing men's Parade will start at Spear hall
from 10 to 12, with music by Kirk's promptly at 7.15. All the local aped approval of those who believe as! Orchestra.
paratus will be in action.
he does. It is not our purpose to en-1
Friday night will be parade night,
gage in an argument over standard I the procession starting from Spear 1 No free tickets on the name of
time and daylight saving, because| hall at 7.15. In line will be the vari Senor Jiminez yet. Don't be afraid
to try your luck on pronunciation.
the general public is wearied over ous fire companies, with apparatus,
National
Guardsmen,
Stanley
Jack
,
that controversy, but Mr. Ayer’s con
will be the association's guest cl) The Philco Super-Heterodyne radio
cluding remark that daylight saving honor. All men in line will receive ! set on exhibition at the Eastern Fur___ niture Co.'s booth caught Station,
is “the most foolish fad of the day"
Kinmpnt
hv
ofg.Berkeley,
at set
12.30 this
will not be apt to pass unchallenged. tainment by the Jiminez Troubadors. KRE
mornin
It is 'anCalif.,
n.tube
• ♦ • •
Mr. Ayer doubtless meant it as an ex
Interest grows apace in the “Miss Dr>Pk'I AYn WTIM RCVTU
pression of personal opinion, but the
Knox County" contest, which has its; IaUCKLAiNU \\
KUIli
fact that Maine, New Hampshire and
climax with Saturday night’s crown,
~
Vermont are about the only States ing. Here is the standing, as of last Castine Normals Fall Victims
east of the Mississippi which are not night;
To Prowess of Our Boys
quite generally using “summer time,” Dorothy Cross ...................... 217.800
shows a tremendous predominance of Lorraine Mank ...................... 129.150
and
Girls
Helen Putnam ..„................... 127,800
daylight saving advocates. We are
113100 The Rockland HlSh basketball
able to look upon the question from Peggy Verge
7. .C 94750 tea!«? jo™£d ‘° ?asUn' Tuesday
the farmer's viewpoint, and recognize Angie Welt
S. Nilo Spear ........................
5,150 and handed the Eastern State h’or’
his vexations in the matter, but can
mal School's court aggregations two
defeats, with the boys’ score at 23
not quite reconcile his troubles
Food Fair Facts
to 20 and the girls' at 31 to 27. Both
with the oft repeated statement that
Senor Jiminez played especially of the games were tied until the final
daylight saving would be “a good for Arthur Cullen Tuesday evening. minute of play when the Orange and
thing if everybody had it.” The dew j Arthur runs the picture machine at Black pulled the game out of the fire.
The boys’ game was very rough
would not go off the grass any sooner the Strand Theatre, and when he
if daylight time was universal. expressed a desire to hear the and fast but Referee Lamb did not
psaltery played. Senor Jiminez very call many fouls. It was in the clos
Neither can we reconcile the vari gladly consented to play for him ing minutes, however, with the score
ous kinds of time found ln the rural after the evening’s performance at tied at 20 all. a Castine player fouled
communities with the objection to the Strand. A fine program consist Knowlton while he was shooting and
daylight time. Would Mr. Ayer or ing of five old time selections was the latter shot both free throws to
given. Senor Jiminez also played a put the Rockland quintet out in front.
any other advocate of standard Jap fiddle with only one string, and Flanagan, Rockland forward was
time be able to tell us that it is uni actually made it talk to the audi- then fouled and he made good his
versally observed in those communi ence. following with the Marseillaise, 1 attempt for the point, which spelled
French national anthem, on the 1 defeat for Castine.
ties?
same instrument.
During the greater part of the eve» • » •
' ning the two teams played even, with
This will be City Government Rockland on the defensive. Walter
The editorial recently published in
this paper relative to pedestrians Night with Mayor Richardson and Gay. Rockland guard, did the bulk of
the city officials as guests. The pro the scoring for the locals, and he was
using the left side of the highway gram committee has arranged for ably
assisted by Art Flanagan.
instead of the right attracted much the return of Superstitious Jones and
The girl’s game was also fast and
attention to a dangerous practice, Prof. Sim. with their 30 minutes of rough with several lassies being put
and is already bearing fruit. The Magic. Otto, the Wonder, will be out of the game via the foul route.
seen in action, and there will be an Plenty of action was seen in the
Courier-Gazette was gratified to amateur elimination contest, with center zone, as the two side centers
notice in yesterday's despatches that prizes to the winner.
were in plenty of mix-ups all eve
« • • •
ning.
a bill is likely to be introduced at
The Veteran Firemen are staging a
The Castine sextette led the Rock
the present session of Legislature re
clean show and should have the sup land team the greater part of the
quiring pedestrians to walk on the port of all the clubs in the city. The game, having a five point lead at the
left side. It is incomprehensible j program has the endorsement of the end of the half. The local aggrega
that anybody should oppose any Chamber of Commerce. The Mexi tion came back strong, however, in
plan which makes for public safety, can Troubadours have made many the second half to lower their margin
to one point at three quarter mark.
friends during their stay here.
especially when the reasons for this !
• * • *
They finally tied the score and with
law are so manifest.
Friday night the boys observe as but two minutes to play Helen Matt
Parade Night with Stanley Jack of son shot two baskets giving them a
the youngest chief of the four point lead which they were able
The Wickersham report on prohi Woolwich,
fire department, as guest of honor. to hold throughout the rest of the
bition has gone into the subject very Gov. Gardiner sent his regrets at contest.
Another report of the girls’ game
thoroughly and. like a judge's charge being unable to attend, but showed
each side finds some comfort in it. the good sport that he always is by says:
The Rockland High Sextet again
purchasing a season ticket to the
but it is still easier to find a drink Carnival. Regrets have been re wins, this time over Castine Normal
than it is to tell what should be done ! ceived from John F. Cutler of New School. All the players were in fine
about the problem, and it is still* buryport, Mass.; also from Philip condition. The Castine team is conmuch easier to declare prohibition
a failure than it is to prove that it ' OT
is not without good results.

AT FOODLAND
THREE CROW BAKING POWDER
Made From

THREE CROW CREAM TARTAR
(a product of Grapes)
and

CITRIC ACID
AN ABSOLUTELY PURE BAKING POWDER
Of unusual strength and leavening power

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

sidered one of the best in the State.
The playing of Helen Mattson and
Edna Howard was remarkable with
a good deal of team work.
Phyllis Snowman and Bernice
Smith did excellent work for the defense. June Brewer at center got
the tap every time and Mary Lawrence was always there to receive it.
The summary:
Rockland High School
F
G
Tl.
Mattson, rf .......... 6
7
20
Howard. If ............ 3
4
11
Brewer, jc ............ 0
0
0
Lawrence, sc ......... 0
0
0
Elsie Howard, sc.... 0
0
0
Smith, lg .............. 0
P
0
Snowman, rg ......... 0
0
0
—
_
—
Total ................... 9
11
31
Castine Normal
F
Tl.
G
Connon. rf ............ 2
18
8
P Inch, If ............ 3
9
3
M. Inch, jc .......... 0
0
0
Drake, sc .............. 0
0
0
Perkins, rg .......... 0
0
0
Lurvey, lg .............. 0
0
0
Pierce, lg .............. 0
0
0

Total ................... 5
11
27
Referee. Lamb. Time, four 8's.
The Rockland High boys defeated
the Castine Normal boys 23 to 20.
The National Board of the Federa
tion of Music Clubs has offered a
prize of $100 for the best scrapbook
to be sent to the Biennial of tlie Na
tional organization in San Francisco
in June. Mrs. Walter Dolley of
Limerick has been appointed chairman of the choral work of the State.,
The golden voice of Atwater Kent1
radios may be heard at the John A
Karl & Co.'s store, 305 Main street. ■
Authorized Atwater Kent dealers.—
adv.

SAVE
GOLD BOND

Fatty Arbuckle was excluded from
the motion picture screen for rea-.
sons that do not have to be retold.
And the public is now wondering
what will happen to that erstwhile
favorite Clara Bow, whose domestic
career, now being so thoroughly ex
posed through the press, is offensive
to good citizenship, putting the mat
ter politely.

TRADING STAMPS

Rockland friends ha been privi
leged to read some articles of a re
cent tour of Ireland written for Bos
ton Travel News by Mr Charles P.
Costello, wife of one ol New Eng
land's well-known popular hotel men,
at one time manager of the (Bay
Point i Samoset Hotel. The series is
in the form of letters to a friend in
the United States, and presents in a
delightful way a beautiful word pic
ture of Ireland, its folk, picturesque
scenery, villages and towns and the
habits and customs of the residents.
Mrs Costello says if the travelling
public half guessed the lure of that
country it would straightway become
a source of delight, a solace and a
retreat from the rush and whirl of
wider spaces, and the worn paths of
England and the Continent.

The Brotherhood Bible class of the
First, Baptist Church, which meets
in the BPW club room, Main street,
each Sunday, has challenged two of
the classes that meet in the church
auditorium to an attendance con
test. Opportunity Class of women,
taught by Mrs. Louise S. Ingraham,
and Millard Hart's clas3 of boys.
The contest begins Sunday and fin
ishes Sunday. March 29. All the
men are urged to be “on deck" Sun
day, at 12 noon, to “set the pace" for
the ladies and boys, and on next
Wednesday the semi-annual meet
ing takes place at the church, with
supper at 6.30 p. nr., followed by elec
tion ot officers and program. Miss
Helen York will tell of her trip with
the Gold Star mothers and Miss
Eliza Steele will speak on the local
work of the Red Cross.

$50.00 in trade or 500 stamps fill a book. Each full book is ex
changeable for $1.50 in merchandise at any store authorized to
issue Gold Bond Stamps. It means a saving of three cents on every
dollar you spend. It is your discount for cash.
/
Gold Bond Stamps belong to you—demand them! on all cash pur
chases. Banks pay you interest on the money you save—mer
chants who give Gold Bond Trading Stamps give you interest en
the money you spend.
The value of Gold Bond Stamps never changes.

Here is a list of merchants who Give You Good Gold Bond Trading
Stamps on all purchases. Ask for them. Collection books will be
furnished you by these merchants:
KNIGHT BROS., Groceries and Meats,

65 Park St.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.,

61 Park St.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE,

73 Park St.

H. H. CRIE CO., Hardware,

456 Main St.

CRIE HARDWARE CO.,

408 Main St.

CHARLES W. SHELDON, Druggist,

444 Main St.

JACK GARNETT’S FILLING STATION,

Pork to Roast

15 South Main St.

There will be other merchants giving Gold Bond Stamps very seon.
Eno

'ON MY SET”
Knox County will have a spe
cial interest in the broadcast ot
the New England Conservatory
of Music Orchestra tomorrow
night because of the fact that the
first tromboniat is a former
Vinalhaven
boy—K.
Vinal
Smith, son of Mrs. Albra Vinal
Smith.

Roger Rhodes answers my
question as to why we now hear
KMOX of St. Louis in the earlyevening by stating that the
power has been increased from
5000 to 50.000 watts. There are
some other good stations con
cerning which we might well say:
“More power to them.”
WGY’s first South American
program for 1931 will be ad
dressed to Bolivia and will be
transmitted to that country Fri
day night, Jan. 23, via the short
wave station W2XAF. The first
half hour of the one hour pro
gram will be carried by WGY,
beginning at 8 p. m. All the art
ists on this Latin-American pro
gram are natives of Bolivia and
include Raul Barragan, pianist
of Oruro. Luis Zegarra, vocal so
loist, Cochabamba, Miss M. Mon
tenegro, mandolin, from Cocha
bamba, E. Ortiz, tiple, La Paz
and Mrs. Luis Zegarra, guitar,
La Paz.

John McCormack, world fa
mous Irish tenor, who recently
returned from a several months
concert tour in Europe, has
signed a contract for his first
1931 radio concert, to be given
Feb. 5 at 9.30 p. in. as one of the
Maxwell House-General Foods
scries over the nation-wide chain
of the National Broadcasting
Co. Mr. McCormack announces
that his concert will be an allEnglish and Irish program and
will offer, at least, two songs
which he never sang over the
radio before. The program will
be divided into two groups with
incidental orchestra music be
tween Mr. McCormack's num
bers.

Insomnia victims now know
how to get the better of sleep
lessness. Turn on the radio at
3 a. m. and get distant stations.
But don't turn it on too loud;
might awaken the neighbor's cat.
While
“short-waving”
the
other night Kenneth V. White
picked up a station in Cam
bridge Springs, Penn. In the
course of the chat the Pennsyl
vania operator told Mr. White
that he used to pal with a Rock
land boy named Fred S. Pack
ard, and was quite delighted
when Ken was able to supply
Mr. Packard's address, which,
by the way, is Galveston, Texas,
care of Dykes Bros. & Ripley, a
steamboat company by which Mr.
Packard is now employed.
Chandler Woolley of New York,
who is remembered hereabouts as
a former member of the Pleas
ant Beach summer colony, as
sists in preparing the Bond
Bread programs which arc pre
sented each Friday morning at
10.13 over WNAC by Julia Sand
erson and Frank Crummctt.
Billy Mundy’s interview with
Young Stribling daring the
Coco Cola hour last night indi
cated that the Georgian expects
to beat Max Schmeiling in the
coming world's championship
hont. Stribling, now 26. has been
fighting 10 £ears and has figured
in 294 battles.

FREDERICK W. GREY

Fred W. Grey 56, after a long 111| ness died Jan. 18, at Camden Com
munity Hospital. Mr. Grey will be
remembered by many as the “Pond
Lily King," having been engaged in
that work for many years. He leaves
his wife and two sons, Albert Grey
j and Harold Grey of Camden, two
brothers Albert Grey of Rockland and
Dana Grey of Boston and one sis1 ter Mrs. Calista Merrithew of Rock
land, also four grandchildren all of
Camden.
Funeral services were held from
his late residence at 43 Washington
street, Tuesday
Rev. Winfield
Witham officiating . Interment at
Amesbury Hill cemetery, Rockport.

Air mail between New England
and points in the United States,
Canada, Central and South America
must be posted in the Rockland office
before 7.25 a. m. Postmaster Veazie
has folders giving air mail details.
Call for them at the money order de
partment.

lb 18c

FANCY YOUNG LITTLE PIG LOINS AT A LOW PRICE

FRESH LEAN HAMBURG

(a product of Lemons)

City management appears to be a
success in Belfast which is the latsst Maine city to join the ranks
Many Rockland taxpayers are al-I
■eady giving much thought to this
iubject, and it seems to be only a
luestion of time when this city will
idopt a principle which is used by
irivate citizens in the successful con- ■
luct of business.

Ten Republicans and six Demorats are seeking the mayoralty
lomination in Chicago. Will the
angsters have a ticket in the field,
ir will they be content to support
he least aggressive of the old party
andidates?
1

MEAT SALE

Lb. 20c

BONELESS PRIME RIB OVEN
ROAST

Lb. 35c
HAM TO FRY
Lb. 35c

LITTLE PIG PORK STEAK
Lb. 35c

BONELESS HAMS

CHUCK ROAST

Whole or Half

Fine Quality Beef

Lb. 25c

Lb. 18c

Steaks f°r 35 lb

MORE SPECIAL VALUES!

Neatly Sliced

TOP ROUND
CUBE STEAK
BONELESS SIRLOIN
FACE OF RUMP
,

PIG LIVER,
LAMB CHOPS,

Lb.
Lb.

10c
29c

LEAN BEEF FOR BOILING
Lb. 18c

RUMP
NATIVE VEAL
LITTLE PIG

POT ROAST, boneless, lb. 25c
SLICED BACON,
lb. 29c
CORNED SPARERIBS, lb. 15c

Gold Dust

39c

Pocket Honey=
comb Tripe
lb 12c

A New Low Price For All Time

Try Some At This Low Price

Two Large

Packages

Perry’s Market
“'They Voted My Loaf

’The Best White Bread Made
from Any Flour’
• •. And Pre Used Gold Medal for 15 Years”
Mrs. C. F. Alexander, Kenny, IIL

For Bread, Cakes or Pastries,
“I entered a loaf of white bread
at the DeWitt County Farmer’s
Institute held in Clinton in
December and won first prize.
The *award was—‘Best Loaf of

this "Kitchen-tested” Flour
Always Brings Sure Success

White Bread made from any
flour.’ And I've used Gold Medal
‘Kitchen-tested’ Flour for 15
years!”

Flour than any other brand.
Chiefly because they find this all
purpose flour always gives uni
form good results, whenever and
however they use it. It will bring
this same success in your bakipg.
Because all Gold Medal Flour is
“ Kitchen-tested” before it comes
SCORE CARD FOR BREAD
to you. Breads, cakes, biscuits,
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
pastries are baked from every
ILLINOIS FARMERS' INSTITUTE
batch—in a home oven just like
T
your own. And only the flour that
Color.................... ...»»
15"
successfully passes this “ A'z/<7zt>zApp*ir>o(< .... . . H
15
Razor.................
... do yo—
test” is allowed to go out to yod.
You get only the flour that has
been tested for baking success in
everysack of Gold Medal
advance.
"Kitchen-tested” Flour. And new
25 All-Star "Kitchen-tested” ones appear every 3 months.
You’ll enjoy making these new
Recipes Given FREE Inside baking creations—every one has
been simplified and "KitchenEvery Sack
tested” for perfection. So ask for
12 of America’s most famous
Gold Medal "Kitchen-tested”
Cooking Authorities have joined
Flour today and get the full set of
with Betty Crocker in preparing
recipes free.
ion
a new set of unusual recipes. You
W
ashburn Crosby Company
find 15 of these interesting new
of
“ Kitchen-tested” recipes inside General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

ODAY more women are using

TG

old Medal”Kitchen-tested’’

Listen in to Betty Crocker, 9.30 A. M. Wednesdays and Fridays—N. B. C. Stations WEEI, W’TAG, WJAR

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
“Kitchen-tested”
Every Wednesday Night at 9 Gold Medal Fast Freight—Coast-to-Coast—Columbia

Stations—WNAC,

WEAN
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TALK OF THE TOWN
William Koster has employment
at the Sea View Garage as salesman.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Isidor Gordon has bought the
Mark Ingraham block, Main street,
Camden.

A NEW LOT

The county commissioners held
their first regular meeting of the year
at the Court House Tuesday.

BLACK COATS
t

E. H. Philbrick is in Boston this
week attending the New England oil
men’s convention and the automo
bile show.

Caracul Collar and Cuffs

priced at

There will be an important meet
ing of the Parent-Teacher Associa
tion at 4 o’clock this afternoon at the
High. School building.
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., speaks be
fore the Camden Teachers’ Club to
morrow evening, her subject being
"Relation of the Home to the School."

The supper to be given
at Legion hall from 5 to 7
auspices of - the Auxiliary
low-Holbrook Post will be
of Mrs. Geneva Upham.

$39.50

A meeting of the department heads
of the local branch of the Central
Maine Power Co. was held Tuesday
evening, with H. P. Blodgett presid
ing.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

These coats sold early in the season at much
higher prices

Saturday
under the
of Wins
in charge

The Highland car had a tipsy fit
Tuesday afternoon and was derailed
near the corner of Park street. Fred
Gregory hoisted the vehicle onto the
rails without turning a hair.

JANUARY SALES

Women’s sizes to 46

Mark Downs and Special Purchases Priced Like Markdowns

Another lot of

BLACK
COATS
I
with Wolf Dyed Fox Collar and Cuffs

$45.00
These sold at higher prices in the season

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED
The Knox and Lincoln Past Noble
Grands Association will meet Wed
nesday evening at Odd Fellows hall
in conjunction with the Past Grands.
Supper will be served on arrival of
Ex-Senator Dwinal will be the
Charles M. Foote, porter at the
out of town guests.
speaker before the Lions Club next Samoset, is at the Hotel Royal Poinciana
in Palm Beach, Fla. The many
Wednesday.
friends of this popular official will be
• Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
this afternoon at Grand Army hall
The third floor and office of the interested to learn that he was mar
for work. Public supper at 6 o'clock, Senter-Crane Company store glisten ried Nov. 13.
• with Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, Mr?. resplendent, fresh from the brushes
The Courier-Gazette is authorized
Adelma Mullen and Mrs. Ida Hunt- of the John A. Karl & Co. painters.
by State Police Headquarters to say
ley in charge. The usual evening ses
that the Secretary of State has ex
sion follows.
There will be an extra meeting of tended the time on operators’ licenses
the
L.
T.
L.
Friday
afternoon
after
and auto registration certificates to
The combined parishes of the
EpiscopaTchurches^of Knox bounty ,
Jan. 31. This because of the con
(Rockland, St. George, Thomaston j ®®rd^ by new membera and distribu- gestion in the department at Au
!
tion
of
the
red
and
blue
ribbons.
and Camden) will hold a united servgusta.
ice Sunday afternoon at St. Thomas
At the Baraca Class meeting and
Fales Circle, ladies of the G.A.R.,
Church. Camden, at 5 o’clock. A spe
cial car will leave the waiting room supper tonight, Thursday, at the Thomaston installed its officers at
Methodist vestry, the men are to the home of Mrs. Lena Merry, Thom
at 3.40 p. m.
serve supper under direction of Capt. aston, with Mrs. Merry as installing
officer. The officers are: President,
Capt. L. A. Crockett, Rockland's John A. Stevens.
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton; senior vice
well known compass expert, tackled a ,
mighty cold job one morning recent- j
class in home hygiene and care president, Mrs. Lena Merry; junior
ly when he adjusted the compass of of ^e sick will be open for registra- vice president, Mrs. George Everett;
the steamer Pemaquid which had ■ tion tonight at 7 o'clock at the Cen- conductress, Mrs. Margery Taylor;
just come off the rocks down Bar j ^raj Maine Power Co. rooms, 447 past president, Mrs. Susie Newbert;
treasurer, Mrs. Ella Flye; secretary,
Harbor way. It was four degrees be- Majn street, upstairs.
Mrs. Susie Lamb; guard, Mrs. Norah
low zero, a gale was blowing and he j
_____
was obliged to work bare handed.
a remarkable array of prizes has Benner; patriotic instructor, Mrs.
-----i been secured for the Friday night Bernice Jackson; chaplain; Mrs.
The installation of officers of j bridge party of the Forty Club to be Mary Rogers. Mrs. Merry served ice
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., will take i held at the Copper Kettle. Eminent- cream and cake.
place Friday evening at 8 o clock, _ jy practical all, ranging from a ham
The Lions Club heard from one of
with Mrs. Gertrude Boody as instal- shoulder to a free cleansing of a suit
its own members yesterday when
ling officer. Each member is privi- or dress.
George Gay, manager of the F. W.
leged to invite one guest. A pleasing
program has been arranged, and re “While you are writing about old Woolworth store discussed matters
freshments will be served in the ban Bibles take a peep at this one,” said of mercantile interest and urged the
quet hall with Mrs. Hattie Davies in Ed. Gonia yesterday depositing on club to strongly support the Com
charge.
the Bible editor’s desk a well browned munity Chest movement when the
volume which has been dispensing time arrives. “I want to see it do
Mrs. Lina Carroll, Mrs. Annie gospel ever since it was printed for even greater things than it has ac
Lothrop. Mrs. Lena Merrill, Mrs. Thomas ft Andrews in 1804, by spe- complished in the past," Mr. Gay
Annie Aylward and Mrs. Elizabeth ' cial command of His Majesty King said. Ralph Trim and A. K. Russell
Moody were in charge of the sup- j James I, of England. The book was of Ellsworth were guests. “Patchy”
per at the meeting of Miriam Re- j bought by Moses Robinson of Cush- Saville, Frank F. Harding, Albert
bekah Lodge Tuesday night. The I ing in 1805, and contains a notation Winslow and Carl Morse were named
“Mother and Daughter Banquet” I of his death in 1833 and other fam- members of the February entertain
ment committee. It was voted to
which the lodge has been discussing i ily records.
have a five or ten minute open forum
has been indefinitely postponed.
-------Mrs. Robert House showed pictures • Mrs. Sara Laffiin Hammons of after each address before the club.
and souvenirs of her trip abroad last | Augusta State president of the BPW
G. C. Kee, who graduated from
Club, was guest of honor at a ban
summer.
quet given by the Belfast organiza Rockland High School in 1929, has
Baked bean supper will be served
Monday evening. The banquet returned from his native home in
by the Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary tion
was given in the lounge of the club Canton, China, where he spent the
Saturday, Jan. 24, from 5 to 7 p. m. and was attended by 65 members. past year with relatives, just far
at Legion hall. Price 35 cents.—adv. Mrs. Hammons who was largely re enough away from the war zone for
10-11 sponsible for the founding of the i his health. And what do you supRead our ad in this issue. Sale ot Belfast Club was at her happiest in ' pose he did for recreation while in
Bates Brocade Remnants beginning addressing the members, surrounded China? Attended a summer school,
Saturday. Vesper A. Leach, 363 Main as she was by friends and in the where he studied Chinese. His re
home of the first club to which she turn voyage was made on the steam
street—adv.
ship President McKinley. Mr. Kee
belonged and served so well.
likes China and America about
BORN
The golden voice of Atwater Kent equally well, and plans to visit the
McOORRIL—At Boulder. Colorado, to
Rev. and Mrs. Milton McGorrll, a radios may be heard at the John A. old country more times before he
daughter.
Karl & Co.’s store, 305 Main street. dies. After a short visit here he will
KNOWLTON—At Deer Isle, Jan. —, to Authorized Atwater Kent dealers.— take charge of the City Laundry in
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Knowlton, a son,
Belfast
while his father is in China.
Richard Warren.
adv,
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SPEAR’S SHOE STORE

Shoes Are Cheaper
Look These Prices Over and Come In This Week, Next Week or
Any Old Week. Men’s, Women’s and Boys’ Shoes, and Good
Shoes, Too, and Cheaper!
QUEEN QUALITY, regular 6.50, 7.50, 8.50 .................................

marked down

If you want a coat at a bargain

to get it

dresses. We must make room
I
for new stock.

Coats formerly

Situation

D
R

15.00 to $135.00
Now

E
S
S
E
S

$10 to
$75

Another Lot of Dresses
Half Sizes
Regular Sizes

Printed Silks
Wool Jerseys
Plain Silks

$4.95

In Our New Drapery Department
THIRD FLOOR
We have enlarged our drapery and curtain department. Plan your re-decorating

now and see what you can do with an extremely small outlay of funds

Draperies

Curtains

50 inch Brocaded Damask, all colors

79c

98c

$1.45

$1.89

$1.69

New Voile Curtains, beige or ivory,

$1.00
33 inch Marquisette Curtains with picot valance,

$2.50

$1.69

One Lot of 25c Cretonne

i

$1.79

15c

I

Other new eurtains now on display

Special Purchase of Crash

Silver Plated
Flatware

35c Glass Toweling with wide colored stripes

19c
18 inch Heavy Fine Weave Crash

$1.49

19c

BOYS SHOES, High.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Most Any Price Will Buy ’Em
BALL BAND KNIT GAITERS.. .. .. .. ....................................................

in the

Neckutear and Scarfs

Bedford Pattern

SALESMEN'S SAMPLES

$2.79

Neckwear, one of a kind, made to sell from 50c to 1.50

$6.49
MEN’S 5.00 FRANKLIN SHOES....................................................

$3.49

W. H. SPEAR, Prop.

ther mark downs on over fifty

Take Advantage of This

We want to get them out of our store.

98c

dress stock again, taking fur

1

price, frankly, now is the time

ENNA JETTICK SHOES, sizes 3 to 41-2........................................

Slide and 4-Buckle; First Quality; regular 4.00 and 5.00.

We have gone through our

New Cottage Sets, large size 36x30,

I $4.99

LADIES’ BLACK JERSEY OVERSHOES

Dresses

0
A
T
S

✓

Not a lemon in the lot—new up-to-date styles.

❖
❖
❖
*
❖
❖
❖
❖

Every coat in our stock is now

.

MEN’S NANN BUSH SHOES, 8.50 to 10.00....................................
1
I

c

Coats

All sizes—priced at

♦

Lot 1

Lot 2

25c

50c

17c pc.

Ten Year
Guarantee

lea Spoons

Butter Spreaders

Cold Meat Fofk«

Dessert Spoons

Coffee Spoons

Gravy Ladle

Children’s Dresses

Soup Spoons

Iced Tea Spoons

Butter Knives

Table Spoons

Orange Spoors

Sugar Shells

We will close out our dollar dresses, to make room for new
stock. Sizes 7 to 14

Dessert Forks

Oyster Forks

Kni ves

Dinner Forks

Ind. Salad Forks
Berry Spoons

*I

♦

All Perfect
Goods

79c

Bouillon Spoons

i
❖

Y; SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Mazaroff
Mystery

SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache
lor World waj* veteran, is engaged,
in London, by a. man calling him
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
companion. After a short tour the
two put up at the Woodcock Inn. on
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
Merchison, and later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are his wife
and daughter, who have long be
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right
ntuna, he telle Holt, is Merchison.
He had left hie wife shortly after
their marriage, before the birth of
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
fails to return to the hotel, and
there is no explanation of his dis
appearance.
CHAPTER II—Holt meets Miss
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
goes to her cousin’s (Verner Courthope) shootbig box, hoping to learn
of Mazaroff’s whereabouts. At Court
hope’s is a man named Armintrade
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
They know nothing of Mazaroff. Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
paper man, Bownas, question Holt.
Mazaroff’s body is ls found in “Reiv
er’s den.’’ He has been shot. The
dead man’s lawyer, Crole. with May
thorne, private inquiry agent, ar
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ent's disappearance. He tells Holt
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
large sum, and was in the habit oi
making a display of them incau
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
anything of value, are found on
Mazaroff’s body.

ting hold of his fortune began to
shape ■itself.
“Well, 1 didn’t know what m.v
mother might do: I don't know
now, I tell you both, and at once,
what she has done—1 only know
that somehow or other she became
possessed of that will, nnd that I've
stolen It from her and given it up
to you. That came about in this
way. Night before last, latish In
the evening, my mother did a most
unusual thing for her. Some little
time after dinner, she went out.
saying that she was going to see
an old man who is lying ill In the
village. Now, m.v mother is not by
no means an anxious sort about old
men and women who are 111 and I
was surprised that she should take
so much trouble in this particular
Instance. I tell you both 1 sus
pected something then, but I didn't
know what! Oould 1 help It?"
"Go on,” said Maythorne, quietly.
"Tell us everything.”
“Well, last night, the same thing
occurred again," continued Sheila.
“She went out, on the same excuse,
and she was away still longer. I
heard her come in—I went to see
if there was anything I could do
for her. And it was then I mnde
a discovery. She was ln the library.

j
j

1
)

to

^CHAPTER III.—Mrs. Elphinstone
at the idea that “Mazaroff”
is Merchison, and produces apparent
proofs of his death.
Maythorne
finds something at the scene of the
murder, and pockets it. A gun
found near the spot is identified as
the property of Musgrave, landlord
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
stolen from him.
scoffs

CHAPTER IV.—Evidence at
Inquest proves “Mazaroff” was Mer
chison. His will, made a few days
before his death, leaves all his
money, an immense amount, to Holt.
Mazaroff had the will in his posses
sion. and it is missing. A shiftless
character named Parslave is found
to have left Marrasdale moor hur
riedly. From Mazaroff’s papers it
is learned that Herman Kloop. then
in London, has been a close friend
of Mazaroff’s in South Africa.

CHAPTER V.—Kloop tells Crole
“Mazaroff” had two remarkable dia
monds in his possession. It is
learned that he had offered to sell
these to Lord and Lady Loeke. Lord
Locke says “Mazaroff” had one of
these stones and Armintrade the
other. Maythorne brings his clerk.
Cottingley, into the affair as an inSheila comes, alone, to
Holt's rooms, in London.
May
thorne is there.

CHAPTER VI

How Was It Got?
“Yes,” She Answered, “I Know a
ER name sprang to my lips In
Lot More Than That.”
voluntarily as I stood there,
staring at her. She laughed, half I saw her through the curtains that
shyly, as I let it out, but she was
shut it off from the big library.
more collected than I, and she
There was a small lamp on the
stepped into the hall as readily as
table in the center; she stood by It
if there were nothing strange in
examining a sheet of paper. And
this—to me—surprising visit I had
—I don’t know if it was intuition,
left tlie door of the sitting room
or what—it (lashed across me that
open; she glanced through and saw
what she was looking at was the
Maythorne, and her first words were
missing will! So—well, then I
businesslike enough.
watched her—I’ll confess It. She
“You've Mr. Maythorne there?
read the paper through, folded lt
That’s better!" she said. “Well—’’
up, looked round, and then went
I followed her into the room and
over to one of the bookcases, and
closed the door. Maythorne had
slipped the paper into a big volume
jumped to his feet; for a second or
in a corner. Then I went off—and
two tlie three of us stood gazing
I didn’t sleep. I knew there was
at each other. As for myself, 1
—mischief. I was certain—dead
felt utterly at a loss: Maythorne
certain!—that paper was the will,
was quite calm. He drew a chair
wherever and however she had got
in front of the fire, silently mo
it. And in the middle of the night
tioning Sheila to it.
I got up, and went down, and got
Miss Merchison Is here because
the paper out in the dark, and then
—something has happened,” he
just struck a match—and of course
said.
“Exactly1”
one glance was enough. I put lt
She thrust her hand Into some
hack, and went back to bed. And
Inner pocket and drew out a folded
then there was no sleep. I felt—
paper. As quietly as If she were
oh, I don’t know what I felt 1 There
giving me an ordinary letter to
was deviltry somewhere—close nt
read she hold lt out to me.
hand. My own mother or not!—
“Mr. Maythorne is right,” she
what business had she with that
said. "Something has happened.
will? Where did she get it? By
That’s the wlUl I brought it to
what means? Was she mixed up
you—myself."
with?—hut I didn’t dare to think
I gave one glance at the signa
about what she might be mixed up
ture at Its foot—here, without
with. What I did realize was this
doubt, was the will, made at York,
—the probability was that if the
of which Postlethwaite had spoken
will remained in her possession,
nt the Inquest. I handed lt across
she’d destroy It, and then—well
to Maythorne.
then, all sorts of things would hap
“Where did you get this, Miss
pen that I didn’t want to happen.
Merchison?” he asked.
And so I determined to take mat
The answer came promptly and
ters Into my own hands. I got up
sharply—with a certain hardness
early. I took the will, got on my
of tone.
bicycle, and set off for Black Gill
“Stole lt!”
Junction—it was still dark when I
"Stole it? From—whom?"
set out. I got down to Carlisle—
“No use beating about the bush,
and then, of course, it was plain
now! I stole lt from my own
sailing up to town. And—you've
mother1”
got the will 1”
Maythorne and I exchanged
“You’re a good plucked ’un!”
glances: Sheila looked from one
Maythorne said, with obvious admi
to the other.
ration. “You know at any rate how
“I dare say you’ve heard, per
to act without hesitation. Well !—
haps known, of cases where daugh
liis is a queer tale. Holt How
ters have had to tell the truth
doc-; it strike you?”
about their own mothers, Mr. May
“It may be,” I answered, “that
thorne?" she said. “Well—whether
Mr Elphinstone could give a perit's wrong or not. I’m going to tell
fei' v proper and valid explanation
the truth about mine. I stole that
ns to e «- she became possessed of
will from her this morning, be
tlie will."
cause I knew she’d no right what
i turned on me like a flash.
ever to be In possession of it, and
“Mervyn !" she exclaimed, “I be
when I’d got It, I jumped on my
lieve you think I should have asked
bicycle and made off to Black Gill
her that b.-'ere I stole the will and
Junction, and caught the next train
run off with it—to you 1"
going south—(o hand it over! If 1
“No—no!” 1 protested. “I—
hadn’t, who knows what would
“I believe you do—I believe you
have become of it?”
do!" she exclaimed. “A pretty
“Yes?" said Maythorne. “Exact
fool I should have heen if I’d as
ly. But—you know a lot more than
much as let her know that I knew
that. Miss Merchison. And—we
lt was there! 1 lanov what would
three are alone.”
have happened if I’d told her that
She put her fingers together in
I knew what was hidden ln the
her lap—I noticed they trembled a
book! She'd have burned it before
little.
m.v very eyes. I know! No!—know
"Yes,” she answered. “I know a
ing what I did, there was only one
lot more than that Let me tell
thing to do, and that was to place
you, for It’s no use denying it, that
It in safety.”
my mother ls one of those women
“Miss Merchison’s right,” said
who love money—money, to her,
Maythorne. “That was the only
means all sorts of things—never
thing
to do. And here It is, and
mind what I saw from the be
tomorrow morning I'll hand it over
ginning that as soon as lt w-as put
to Crole. Mind yon, Miss Merchi
Into her mind that Mazaroff was
son- i-our nuuhar. us Holt suggests.
<wll» Merchison. ihe idea of get-
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may have a perfectly goo'd explana
tion as to how she got the will.
But under the circumstances, yon
took the best step you could."
Sheila Jumped up, suddenly, and
began to button her coat
“Then that’s all right” she said,
“I’ve done m.’t bit anyway—and
now Tm off—I’ll sleep tonight”
“Where are you going?” 1 asked
as Maythorne and I rose. “Wherev
er It is, you must let me see you
there, safely?"
"Oh, you can do that" she an
swered, half-carelessly. “I’m going
to my old school friend, Rhoda Apperley. She lives In a flat of her
own In Ashington mansions, In
Maida Vale. I’m all right—but you
can get me a taxi and ride riiere
with me If you like.”
“And tomorrow, In the morning,"
said Maythof-ne, “let Holt call for
you and bring you to my office.
And hy-the-bye, before we go out
I’ve got something In my pocket
Miss Merchison, that I’d like to
show you. Come to the light"
Suddenly, from some Inner
pocket he produced and laid on the
table ln the full glare of the lamp,
an old-fashioned cairngorm brooch,
set ln fine, much-worn silver. He
looked closely at Shelia.
“Have you ever seen that be
fore?" he asked. “Think!"
“No!" replied Sheila. “Never!
Whose ls lt?—What Is it?"
Maythorne picked up the brooch,
and began to finger lt Turning lt
over, he pointed to the pin at the
back, which was considerably worn,
and fitted loosely to Its socket
“It would easily slip out of any
woman's gown,” he said. “And—I
picked lt up at Reiver’s den. close
to the spot where Mazaroff’s dead
body was found."
She turned on him a quick, ques
tioning glance that shifted from
him to the brooch, and he picked
up the brooch again, and restored
lt to his pocket.
“So—to the best of yonr recollec
tion—you've never seen lt before?”
he said.
"Never!" she repeated. “Never!"
Presently we all three went
downstairs, and Into the street. I
got a taxicab, and Sheila and I got
Into it Maythorne said good-night
and went off; we, too, set out on
our ride to Maida Vale. She sud
denly laughed shyly.
“Mervyn 1” she said. “Were—
were you glad to see me?"
‘‘Will It be an answer," said I,
“If I tell you that I’d been think
ing about you all the evening?”
“That’s a nice answer," she
laughed. “Oh, well—now don’t let's
talk—we'U talk tomorrow, or next
day, or some other day. But you
can hold my hand, If you like, till
we get to the end of the ride."
We held each other’s hands—ln
silence—all the way to Maida Vale.
I saw her safely ln charge of her
friend, and went back home In the
same cab. Wondering. «f course—
wondering . . . what next?
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59
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26

53

IO

14

13

IX

9

V

W
62

58

63

66
64

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
17-Deep hole in the
50-To rave
1-Offense suddenly
earth
53-Tidier
taken
20-Formerly
■ 5-A limb of the body 56-Drove, as a coach
22-To require
59- Girl’s name
I 8-A fish
24- Part of the head
60- Hackneyed
• 12-Same as Elijah
25- Old French coin
63- Plentiful
, 13-Exist
26- lmpatiently anxious
64- Man's name
14- Choicest part of
65-An American Indian 28-To allude
society
29- Personal pronoun
66- Deletes
15- Priest’s white
30- Equality of value
67-Colored chestnut
vestments
32- Wickedness
and white as a
16-To tread heavily
33- To place
horse
18-Notion
37- Sure
68- Even, contracted
I 19-List of names
38- First president of
69- Lacking light
| 21-To put between
Germany
other things
VERTICAL
39-Prefix—through
23-A great lake
i40-Fish with long
25- Let stand (Print)
1- To listen to
‘
snout
26- A letter of the
2-An early explorer of 41-Winged
alphabet
California
42-Went
by automobile
27- Ever, contracted
47-Telephone salutation
3- Falsehoods
29-To sprinkle
■49-Personai pronoun
31-To take clothes off 4- Most rapid
5- Etruscan household 51- Negative
34- Ugly old woman
52-To delay or put off
35- Expression of
god
53-Close to
contempt
6- Timeperiod (pi.)
54- Famous Spanish
36- Built
7- Precious stone
general
4O-An article of dress 8- Result of a burn
55- Location
43- Musical note
■ 9-An assistant
57-Girl’s name
44- Prefix—two
10-Severe
58- A writing table
45- Short for Albert
61-To regret
, 11-Chair
46- Conjunction
62- A number
j 16—P refix—three
48-Ostrich-like bird

I Solution to Previous Puzzle)
SHINES FIFTY MILES

Science Finds An Ingenious Way To
Aid the Sky Pilots On Their Way
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A new air beacon that shines 50.
miles on a shoestring ol power was
announced by the Corning Glass
Works.
(To Be Continued)
Two beams, each of 2,000,000 candle j
HaIt cIsLJlIe titi-si
power, are obtained from a single j
Mi I I _
|-Sio|RjcTs| ~
lw T
1,200 candle power incandesc nt
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE light.
I
d
'
o 7-11
iBicTo
AL.I
The principle is like standing a
L A Did IaYH JcTa‘d'1
candle on a table and setting up on
A|d!o|n| i|snA|M|u|LiEr~r
opposite sides two lenses each of
which magnifies the light on its own i Rj I ,L|C|5|
side 1,700 times. Thus nearly all the
light is used, concentrated into two ______________ __ ._'-rc
beams in opposite directions.
Special lenses, 18 inches in diame
ter, invented at the Coming works
are the heart of the new beacon. I
They are housed in a double end
lamp three feet in diameter, one on ■
each side of the 1.200 candle power;
light.
One of them collects from one side
of the light all the rays in a wide 1
angle of 146 degrees, bends them and
concentrates them into a single fair
ly compact beam. This in turn is i
caught and concentrated by an outer ■
lens into a 2,000.000 candle power!
beam of approximately five degrees
spread. This outer lens is three feet
in diameter.
On the opposite of the light a
similar set of lenses gathers the other
half of the rays into the second
2,000,000 candle power beam. The
beacon is designed to revolvi three •
to six times a minute, one side pro
jecting a white beam and the other
a red or green one. An inner lens on
one side will give the color. A white
flash followed by red will mean that
there is no landing field in the vi- j
cinity. White and green will indl- !
cate that the light is in close prox- [
imity to a landing place.
The beacon is intended especially Much of the suffering from so-called
for transcontinental lines, with the; “indigestion” or acid-dyspepsia could
“OH, GOODY! GOODY!”
idea of placing them 10 to 15 miles be avoided if everyone could know
“Oh, Goody, goody!” cry Ann apart. They are made for the avia- what thousands like Miss Lillian
and Joe! Dancing about in a tion section of the U. S. Department | Ralston have learned. This New York
City business woman, who lives at
wild fashion. If you want to of Commerce.
-----------------j 1160 Park Avenue, says:
know why Ann and Joe are so
SKIRTS TO BE LONGER
j
“I suffered from headaches and
happy, take your pencil and join
-------I heartburn after meals; couldn’t sleep
all the numbered dots together, Twelve Inches From the Ground like I should; never felt right.
starting with dot number one and
Says Paris, and Decrees Pinched
“For five years I experimented
ending with dot number twentyWaistlines
j with medicines and treatments, until
five. You will have a noun of
! I learned about Pape’s Diapepsin. I
An Associated Press despatch from have used three packages now; have
four letters.
Paris tells women folks what's what gained five pounds, and feel fine. I
in relation to spring styles. The eat meats and anything I please. At
the first sign of discomfort I chew a
despatch reads thus:
Broad shoulders, fitted waistlines , tablet of Pape’s Diapepsin and the
and skirts 12 inches from the ground ; trouble is gone in a minute.”
are the newest style notes on suits ,
if you, loo, suffer from sourness,
which smart women will wear this gas, belching, nausea, headaches,
spring tn what Paris stylists predict, dizziness, or pain after eating—either
will be the greatest tailored suit sea- regularly or just »t times, oet a ho*
son for several years.
j of Pape's Diapepsin from your drug“The collection of one of the most j gist. Then you need never worry
important tailor-dressmakers shown again about what you cat. These
today exhibits tailored suits with I tablets are like candy and just as
pinched waistlines and occasional | harmless If you would like to try
“Majoria’a father is so stingy;
belts. Today’s show is thc first of the"’ before buying, write Pape s
Diapepsin, \\ heeling,
. \ a., and
even at her wedding he insisted the couturiers’ spring openings.
"Notched lapels, semi-tight sleeves ! y°u w,8 receive a sample box, h REE.
that everything be cheap.”
'
“I heard that he went so far as with the intricate seamings marked ;
to find fault because the ceremony coats which were hip lengths or |
was performed at high noon.”
seven-eighths. There were many j
long models which featured a placket
from hem to hips In the back of the
Way fo Gef Af a
coat while skirts fitted the hips I
smo tlily with fullness of stitched
pleats released below the knee.
“Blouses featured men's white silk
As soon ft.s you ratrh cold, the pores shirtings with tailored collars for
close; perspiration is checked. Gases tailored wear and lace trimmed
and waste can’t escape through the georgette blouses for dressier suits.
POULTRYMEN
skin. That’s why your doctor’s first
“Novelty tweeds and dull monotone
advice in case of colds is a mild lax woolens of fancy weave were favorite
ative like cascara. Medical author materials while the most popular
We Want Your
ities agree it actually strengthens colors were chocolate brown, gray
LIVE POULTRY
bowel muscles. You get cascara in blue, green and beige. The collection
And Will Pay Highest Market
its most pleasant form in candy Cas- was varied by occasional models com
Price
carets.
bining light coats with dark skirts.”
Remember this when you catch
Call or write and trucks will call
cold; whenever hreath is bad; tongue
COHEN BROS.
At 20 you left the farm and came
coated; or you’re headachy, bilious, to“tlie
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
city. And for 30 years you have 1
constipated.
WARREN, ME,
Why resort to harsher things when been working like the dickens. What
Telephone Warren 2-3
for?
”
Casearets activate the bowels so
R'-ference Any poultry raiser
“In order to get money enough to :
quickly, so harmlessly and pleasantly
109-tf
live in the country.”
—and'cost only a dime!

SHE LOVED TO EAT
BUT WAS ALWAYS
PUNISHED FOR IT

Cold
Is Through the Bowels

ATTEfcTGQM’

Axel Nelson Of Thomaston Discusses
Some Economic Issues
Thomaston, Jan. 17
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The idea that the use of the gas- j
wagon, etc. is the cause of recession, ]
depression or what you want to call
it. seems to be all wiong. It appears
from Fred Eeavey’s letter that the
gas-wagon was almost a necessity to
him. Does it not occur to him that
it might be a necessity to others? Is '
it likely that a necessity can bring
about a depression? Not hardly.
If we think that the gas wagon, .
’’tc. C3n bling depression the fat ;
boys w'H laugh and grow fatter. We
are to'd there are Inventions that
will drive our gas-wagons the same ;
distance for two cents as a gallon of
20 cent gasolene, but do you think
they will put it into use as long as
they can sell us 20 cent gasolene?
Therefor if the gas-wagon is a neces
sity, mankind should be entitled to it as well as to other necessities. !
Karrv Daniels told us about the oil j
companies building their tankers
abroad; we ought to say “trade at
home where you got your money.”
No nation on this earth, regardless
of how thrifty its people may be, can
keen prosperity up when it is being |
robbed indefinitely. The producer !
(including the farmer) receives such j
a small portion of the dollars wjrth !
that he produces that he will’not
be able to buy back enough to keep
the wheels of industry rolling under
the present practice. Our rich have
made so much that they do not seem
to be ab!e to find any more places to
invest it, but invest abroad. Last
year they had to invest $15,000,000,000
abroad or a billion more than in 1929,
or around $130 per capita of our
population. They have over-capi
talized industry to squeeze more out
of us here but still no limit is in
sight. This over-capitalization in
cludes such as watered stock and
mere-air as one of the big boys of '
the steel Industry referred to a two
hundred million that was placed as
a dividend drawer. An example too,
as to how the worker is used appears
from notes of the late Mr. Barron
of the Wall Street Journal) when
interviewing the late Mr. Wood of the
woo! trust. Mr. Wood is- quoted as
saving when referring to a certain
year’s
dividends:
“We
made
$13 000.000 but we called it $9,000,000
as our employes would demand an
increase in wages." No doubt other
industries have the same practice.
We have received small remunera
tion from oil lands, etc., and have j
mortgaged our towns, cities, counties,'
states, and in fact the countries, in
some cases as much as our present
laws allow. And that is what has en
abled us to get along so far. But we
have taught future generations that
they cannot carry on as we have
done, putting the next generation
into debt for mud roads etc.
Why have depression when there is
plenty of work to be done, plenty of
food, clothing and fuel. Even if we
don't import Russian coal. A tem
porary relief will come as soon as thc
so called surplus is used up by those
who have the cash. ’ A temporary
remedy that may last for a few years
mav be had by capital being satisfied
with smaller dividends, and by
adopting old age pensions, unem
ployment insurance, speeding up of
public works, less hours per day and
five-day week, etc. A permanent
remedy is true socialism.
Axel Nelson
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®V popular subscription among members and
friend, of the Knight, of Columbu,, e magnifi
cent hotel wot erected, furnished end opened
by them ie 1924. The primery object wo, end i»
to perpetuete end mate precticel the good
will end democracy which characterize, thi,
order. Thi, friendline,, offer, to thote of oil
creed,: to mother, with girl, and boy, yititing
New Tort: a protection not obtainable in ordi
nary hotel,. Wire, back home are a,tured that
the men in their family »i,iting the city etperience the comfort and refined unrounding, de
fied. ALL ARE WELCOME. The appointment,
of a modern city Club are available to all
guest,; gymnasium; handball court, swimming
pool: bowling alley,; billiard room; library:
music and dancing during dinner,; specious
lounge with nook, for card game, and visitors.
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Room,
$3.50 up—Meal,.a La Carte and Table D'Hote.
Eighth Avenue at 51,t (one block to Time,
Square). 40c taxi from Pennsylvania or Grand

Largest Bus ‘Terminal in ILS, adjoins hotel

NOW OPEN—The New

HOTEL
•*A

EDISON
hotol irorlhy ot He name"

47th St., just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’9 business,shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of aceor.ii odations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel vour outstanding choice in New York.

To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
closets, etc.

IOOO ROOMS
IOOO BATHS
RADIO in every room

*2.50
DOUBLE from M.OO
SUITES from <7.00
SINGLE from

Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquets a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persons is available

WALDOBORO

William F. Thomann
Manager

Friends of Mrs. H. I. Eugley of,
Hazardville. Conn., are sorry to learn J
that she has fallen on i^ie ice and
broken one of her limbs. She is at'
the Johnston Memorial Hospital
Stafford, Conn.
’i
Mrs. J. V. Benner entertained the j
Star Club Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Melrose Scott, Mrs.!
Velma Pomeroy and Walter Camp- '
bell of Gardiner have been recent j
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch. '
Gilbert Crowell has returned from
Portland.
George Brown of Portland and H. |
S. Simmons of Bath have been at I
Osborne VZelt's.
Mrs. Etta Creamer. Mrs. Lena
Paine and Miss Sadie Creamer, who
were in town to attend the funeral
services of Mrs. Myra E. Burkett,
have returned to Brant Rock, Mass.
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig has returned
from Providence where she has been
the guest of her sister. She was ac
companied home by her mother Mrs.
Lincoln Orff, who has been in Provi
dence several weeks.
Thc Baptist ladles' circle meets at
the parsonage this Thursday after
noon.
Mrs. Cad Coffin, who is seriously
ill. has been taken to the home of her
sister Mrs. Rilla Wallace in East
Waldoboro.
Miss Marion Welt has returned
from Portland.
The Lions Club held its weekly
meeting at Stahl's tavern. These of
ficers vere elected: Pres.. Al. Shorey;
1st vice pres.. Will Flint; 2nd vice.
Larry Weston: 3rd vice. Doc Cadieu;
Sec.. Squire Smith; Treas.. Guy Levensalei; lion tamer. Bill Labe; tail
twister. Fred Shuman; directors.
John Gay, Sam Weston. Roy Mack,
Sam Brown. Bill Flint was appoint
ed chairman of the publicity com
mittee- Doc Cadieu, entertainment
committee: Bill Labe, charter night;
H. R. Smith, membership; Leo E.
Rowe, finance; and T. C. Ashworth,
constitution and by-laws. Visitors
from Rockland included Lions Morse.
Flanders, Gay and Briggs who gave
interesting talks on Lionism and what
the Rockland Club has accomplished
for service. Director Gus Sturtevant
gave readings. which were much en
joyed.
WHEN pi PORTLAND—You can ouy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
hoi ( news, at Central News Co., C6 Congress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381 ’2 Con
gress St.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
76 cente
•ttr

Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

Include
VENICE, FLORIDA

f

7n your vacation plans:
Situated onthe Gulf of Mexico:
where every out-doorsjxrt and
recreation may be enjoyed...
Tishina: Gulf-River-Bay.

Saf/iiny: Surfin the Gulf of Mexico.
Golf: Turf fairways; Grass-

Greens; unsurpassed in Tlorida.

HOTELS
•6

PARKVIEW
AND

SAN MARCO
offer comfort, rest and food equal fo

any in Ttorida'-Our own forms with all
fresh vegetables.. Eqqs. Poultry, also
delicious Stmwbernes daily.

Tfed J.Tuller, Manager.

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to al) points of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner heeond St. and 1st Ave. S.
RATES: (European)
Booklet
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
or.
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Application
H. Mass Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

fjune m
October)

Hotel
Maselynn
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SOUTH BELFAST

Grand View Grange will hold a
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Phillips andI
Miss Helena Upham is able to be
daughter Norma went Monday to j
THE SHORT WAVERS
out again after an attack of grippe supper in the Brown's Corner Church
visit relatives in Massachusetts.
which confined her to her home for Tuesday from 5.30 to 7.30.
Mrs. Fred Herrick, son Harold, Mr.
Mrs. Mary L. Arey returned Wed
several days.
(By R. Waldo Tyler)
nesday to Brewer where she will
The Cash house on Mechanic street and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater, son
The "shortwavers" column over the
serve as administratrix on the prop-I
is being moved to the extreme south- William and Mrs. Anna Lear attended
floUtS
past few weeks has lacked the ma
erty of her cousin. Miss Edith Doane
ern end of the former Adelaide Mor- ! Pomona Grange Tuesday in Morrill
terial necessary to make good read
Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith and daugh
rill property, now owned by Mrs.
Wilbur Maffitt is able to be out
■Ease
ing so . have kept it “off the air."
ter Nathalie returned Monday from
Edward W. Bok, and it is understood again after being confined to his
My own .-♦-.tion has been inactive ex
several days stay in Augusta.
that it will be greatly enlarged. The home with grippe.
cept for short intervals for testing
Miss Winifred Erskine of Augusta
moving is being looked after by B. j Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott were in
and
aft.r
weeks
of
poor
results
with
and Miss Grace Lawrence of Rock
H Paul.
! Bucksport Saturday.
it
I
have
finally
decided
to
rebuild
the
land, public health nurses of the State
Lindley Rollins of Brighton. Mass., ' Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wight visited Mr
Muscular-Rheumatic
whole
works
at
the
first
possible
department of health, arrived in
was a weekend guest of his sister and Mrs. Fred Herrics recently.
moment. My trouble started several
Vinalhaven Monday to make inspec- ;
Harold Herrick, Ivan Bartlett, Ed
Mrs. Marie Bisbee.
Aches
and Pains
weeks
ago
when
I
blew
out
the
plate
tion in the High School and in the !
j The Nitsumsosum Club will be en ward Knowlton and Almond Robin
RAW
them
out
with
ai
‘
‘
counterblocking
condenser
in
the
transmit

grades. They will also visit homes ■
tertained this evening at the home son are harvesting their ice.
irritant.’’ Distressing muscular i of Mrs. Erlene Davis.
ter. During that day and the next
where there are children of pre
lumbago,
soreness
and
stiffness
—
gener

evening I blew out five of identical
school age. As it is impossible to
Friends are pleased to learn that
Grange Installation
ally respond pleasantly to good old Mussize and capacity.
visit every home in the week's stay,
i
Mrs.
Hattie Gregory of Glencovf who
terole.
Doctors
call
it
a
“
counter-irri

Grand View Grange held Its regu
I was like the farmer with the old
!
suffered
an
ill
turn
two
weeks
ago
is
they invite mothers of pre-school age
tant,” because it gets action and is not
lar meeting Jan. 8 with a large at
white horse that he found dead “she just
children to call on them at the Cen
r.ow able to be about the house.
salve. Musterole helps bring sore
tendance. The business meeting was
never done that before,” so I com ness aand
tral Hotel for a helpful talk.
Harry
MacDonald,
who
has
been
pain to the surface, and thus
followed by the annual installation,
menced to check up on the recent gives natural
Monday’s storm put some of the '
spending
a
month
with
his
family
relief. You can feel how its
when the following officers were in
ISE mothers Pnd the things changes I had made in the set and
telephone lines out of commission. 1
leaves
Saturday
for
a
week's
visit
that keep children contented, concluded that the trouble was prob warming action penetrates and stimu with his mother, Mrs. George Hunt- stalled by District Deputy Annie
Miss Muriel Chilles of the telephone
lates blood circulation. But do not stop
happy, well. Most of them have
ably due to the substitution of a with one application. Apply this sooth ley' in Bath, before joining in New Aborn, assisted by Bert L. Aborn and
office told of a “live switchboard" and ,
plenty of excitement around 5.30 in I learned they can depend on one thing heavy duty choke of low resistance ing, cooling, healing ointment generously York the yacht on which he is em- Gladys Prescott as marshals, Mar
to restore a youngster’s good nature in the filter circuit in plate of a small
garet Jackson, Isabel Hills as regalia
p'oyed.
the afternoon.
to the affected area once every hour
he's cross, fretful, upset.
I “B" eliminator choke I had been using
Mrs. Fred Burns will entertain the j when
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Bisbee en and emblem bearers: Master, Harold
The experience of Mrs. ,1. F. for years. The small choke had held for five hours. Used by millions for
Friendly
tertained as Sunday guests Mr. and Herrick; overseer, Irvin Hills; lec
over 20 years. Recommended by many
Portland,
r‘e'lc!ly Five Saturday afternoon.
Boswell, 113 Sherman St., P<
turer, Ruth Wight; steward, Harlan
Mrs. Fred Veazie of Rockland.
The Needlecraft Club met Wednes- I
g jypjcaj one She says: “I have back so much of the total voltage doctors and nurses.
Keep Musterole handy; jars and tubes.
Miss Mary Brann has entered the Ramsey; assistant steward, Clarence
day
lay at the home of Mrs. Faye Co-I use(j California Fig Syrup wiith Billy (800) that the plate blocking conDrinkwater; chaplain, Carrie Wood;
burn
To Mothers—Musterole is also employ of the D. P. Ordway Plaster treasurer, Vera Wood; secretary,
and John since they were just tiny | densers were safe enough within
The last session of the Mothers' babies. Whenever they’re the least their rating. During the tests which made in milder form for babies Co., Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Andrews of Martha French; Ceres, Alice Sheldon;
Club was held at the home of Mrs. | bit constipated or restless I give followed the installing of the heavy and small children. Ask for Chil
West Rockport are visiting their Pomona, Marion Butler; Flora, Elsie
Vaughn
Johnson.
__
I them a little. It has them comfort- duty choke, and before the con
dren’s Musterole
daughter Mrs. Nina Carroll, Com Loberg; lady assistant steward, Lydia
The Bridge Eight were entertained . afi|e> happy, well in a jiffy. Their densers blew, I found that there was
Drinkwater; executive committee,
mercial street.
Wednesday evening at the home splendid condition proves I knew a big improvement in the D. C.
Dr. and Mrs. W G. LeFurgy, for Chester Sheldon. The installation
of Mrs. Fred K. Coombs.
best when I decided to use this won i character of my wave without any
INSO makes short work of
puffed-up soaps, even in hardest
change in the capacities used in the
mer residents of Rockport, now of ; was preceded by an appetizing supper
Mrs. Homer Gray was hostess Wed derful preparation with them.”
dishwashing. In its rich, soapy
water—it’s so compact.
Larchmont, N. Y„ are the proud par served under the direction of Gladys
Physicians endorse the use of pure filter circuit. With due respect for
nesday to The Pals.
suds the grease floats right off.
A marvelous work-saver on wash
ents of a baby boy, born Dec. 24. Prescott, Francis Wood and Ethel
Albert Grant of Houlton, guest of vegetable California Fig Syrup when j the factor of safety I shall later put
Even pots and pans soak bright
day. Soaks out dirt. Saves scrub
Congratulations are extended by I Clark.
his daughter Mrs. Ernest Mills, spent bad breath, coated tongue, dullness, 1500 volt grid and plate blocking con
•
*
•
•
and
shiny!
bing
and boiling. Washes clothes
feverishness, listless ness, etc., show densers in the set which I expect
their many friends in this town.
Monday in Rockland.
whiter, too! Get the BIG package.
Mrs. Eva Porter has entered the
You don’t need to wipe dishes
Farm Bureau Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith were a child’s bowels are in need of help. ! will clear up the trouble.
....
of 160 meter band amateurs using Maine School of Beauty Culture,
Weak stomach and bowels are toned
when you use Rinso. A hot rinse
in Rockland Monday.
The Northport Farm Bureau met
t,
.
.
, , phones down in New Jersey on the Rockland.
—and they dry dear and sparkling.
Mrs. Fred Burns was surprised re by its gentle aid; appetite increased;
at the community house Jan. 16 ior
U.S.N.R. radio drill has been tak- 7ame set
digestion
and
assimilation
are
so
Earle Achorn, whose rich, melodi their annual Planning Meeting. Mr.
cently at her home at the Hermann
ing place Sunday afternoons lately.
Thrifty women use Rinso for
ous voice is always a source of de Donohue gave a splendid talk on
estate by Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Lane and assisted that weak, undernourished I have no schedule giving the exact
tubs, basins, floors, woodwork —
children
quickly
improve
in
weight,
Have
recently
received
a
couple
light
to
his
audience,
will
participate
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Fifield, it being
hours but information on this can
Poultry Diseases," preceded by a
and all cleaning. Cup for cup it
The granulated soap for week's
of letters from G. E. Gray of War in solo work in the broadcast bv the
Mrs. Burns’ birthday anniversary. strength and e nergy.
goes twice as far as lightweight,
The genuine always bears the word be secured from K. V. V/hite, unit ren who has had quite a bit of luck Camden-Rockport Lions Club on the poem. "Tlie Faithful Few," by Clar
wash, dishes and all cleaning
Two large birthday cakes were in evi California.
So look for that when commander. The drill is interesting, receiving amateur phone on his Day evening of Jan. 28, over WLBZ Ban- ence Drinkwater. At noon a baked
dence, also oyster stew, and a good buying. All dr ugstores have it.
makes fine practice and is snappy
bean dinner was served. In the aft
Fan broadcast set. In his last letterI gor, at 7 o'clock,
time was enjoyed. Music and cards
' operating.
ernoon the men and women held
he
states
that.W3RP
was
heard
SunRev.
F.
F.
Fowle
was
called
to
featured the evening. The hostess
separate meetings. The men elected
CALIFORNIA
break through unless the sun warms
day at 5.12 p. m. calling W3AC and 1 Ellsworth Sunday to officiate at the mese officers: Chairman, Clarence
was presented some very nice gifts.
NORTH HOPE
it up a bit.
Page the cement dust complaint later heard a long communication 1 funeral services of Mrs. B. C. Drinkwater; crops, Francis Wood;
Mrs. William Johnson entertained
Mr. and Mrs. John Marriner were
Tuesday a party of friends including LAXATIVE-TONIC/or CHILDREN committee for one item left out of from W3RP. This station (W3RP) is Wheelden, mother of Ronald C. Bil- farm accounts, Wilbur Maffitt; dairy,
Miss Marilla Bennett and Raymond vecently visitors in town.
the list recently given in The Cou- fisted in the old call book at Middle lings, principal of R.G.S. He was Haiold Herrick; poultry, Clarence
Mrs. E. G. Lane, Mre. Edward Phil
Bridges
are
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
,
Mr and Mrs Burton Hall, who rerier-Gazette—a coating of practi- River, Maryland, and the other one; accompanied by Roland Richards, Drinkwater; orchards, M. I. Stevens;
brook and Mrs. W. H. Burns. Lunch
Bennett's. Mr. Bridges had the mis- ce„tiy bought and moved to the Godcallv
irremovable
sculh
on
the
insu1
(W3AC)
is
an
old
amateur
friend
of
also
as
far
as
Bangor
by
Maynard
was served.
' community club leader, Clarence
DEER ISLE
lators of receiving and transmitting mine with whom I used to talk regu- Graffam who was returning to Fast- Drinkwater; parent club leader, Joel fortune last week of cutting his foot illg farm were caifing on neighbors
antenna. Instruments are not avail- larly when I was using batteries for ern State Normal School at Castine, Prescott. The ladies elected Gladys quite badly with an axe while chop here Sunday.
ping in the woods.
Marguerite Chapter Installation
Mrs. Alfred Dunham was last week able at this time to test the leakage power supply. His name is Goyn
Owing to the absence of the pastor,
Past Matron Georgia Roberts in a the guest of her sister Mrs. George C. of this coating but if it is akin to Reinhardt and his station is located Rev. F. F. Fowle. the morning serv- Prescott chairman: secretary, Martha
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bennett spent
BURKETTVILLE
French;
clothing
project
leader,
Katie
very acceptable manner installed the J Hardy at Stonington
stone in any form it is quite likely 5 at Montague. N. J. What sticks in 1 ice at the M. E. Church was ably Mai tin; food project leader, Cora the evening Wednesday guests ol
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Knowlton are tiiat it increases the losses in an an- my crop is the fact that Mr. Gray cared for by Earle Achorn and ErnMrs. Clara Hall.
officers of Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.
1 George Miller has a crew of men
Herrick; home management leader,
Monday evening. She was assisted being congratulated on the birth of a tenna system to no mean proportions. ' says in his letter that he heard one est Crockett, Mr. Achorn delivering : Lydia Drinkwater,
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease were cutting and hauling lumber to his
by Gertrude M. Hall, marshal, and son, Richard Warren.
However you program listeners are of the operators say that he was op- 'lie address and Mr. Crockett giving
The following program was chosen: suPPer and evening guests of Mr. and , mill.
Gwendolyn Green, chaplain. The
Mr and Mrs Tess Hannon of Unlon
Capt. Fred Eaton of the Reach has only half as bad off as us station I erating on 80 meters and he tunes the responsive reading and prayer.
Feb. 12, Vegetables for Health; March Mrs. John Marriner Wednesday.
owners
for
most
of
us
use
antenna
i
them
in
on
his
broadcast
set
above
-----------------new officers are: W. M.. Hilma Web gone to Los Angeles, Calif., where he
26, Homs Flower Garden; April 28,
Mrs. Alton Pease and children visited relatives here Sunday,
ster; W. P., Charles L. Boman; A. M.. will sail the yacht Alert IV. owned by md counterpoise systems which are | 1500 kc. Such reception would be | SOUTH THOMASTON
AtlbPrt Leighr has been sawil ice
-’'-”-1111 inumrtji\ji\
Home Funn.hmgs Ma> 13 Main visited Mrs. U. G. Pease Saturday and
Cora Peterson; A. P., Edward A. Charles D. Wyman of Molin, Ill., in a 1 both insulated in the same manner 1 expected if the operators lived in
also were
overnight
guestsMeservey
of her par1 jnr Arthur Fish
series
of
three
races.
Account
1
Man
*
are
appreciation
1
Selection
and
Cookery;
'juiy
16.'
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
at
Smalley; Sec., Mary L. Arey; Treas.,
Roy Light of Washington was a
Lena Davidson; Cond., Eleanor
Miss Grace Eaton has returned j
,nsu]at ols lightly With vour fin- • 1
1 f J', ,
l of the way the roads to Rockland are ' Chair Caning; July 28. Committee North Appleton
caller Sunday at Andrew Rokes’.
Gregory; A. Cond., Madeline Smith; home from a week's visit in Stoning
ger
and
note
the
slightly
sandpapery
:
_____
...
..................
_
|
being
kept
open
this
winter
by
the
Meeting;
Aug._18,
Tra
Wagons
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Bennett
enter!
Adah, Elizabeth Ross; Ruth, Nellie ton.
feeling. If your insulators are black
Neil Packard and Wilbur Fogg are snow plow engineered by Dave Pol- End Tables; Sept. 25, Details and tained the Hilltop sewing circle Sat- j Walter Lignt of Bristol was at
Williams;
Esther, Nina Ames; j
newcomers
in the ranks of the Rock lock.
Accessories; Nov. 12, Christmas urday afternoon and evening, with
Miss
Delma
Greene
of
Rockland
ls
glazed porcelaia you can see the
Martha, Lucille Carver; Electa, Leola j
Nelson Calderwood and Ralph
I land Unit and it is expected that
Supt. of Schools F. L. S. Morse Wreaths: Dec. 13, Reed, Square the men present at supper. A good
Smith; pianist, Agnes Smalley; Mar., entering Peter Bent Brigham Hospi coating quite plainly.
Light were in Thomaston and Rock
they will be on the air as soon as visited the village schools Tuesday.
Meals lor Health.
amount
of
sewing
was
finished
in
the
tal
to
take
nurses
training.
Miss
Beulah Drew; Chap., Nellie Wilson;
they qualify for an amateur operaMuch sympathy is extended to
afternoon and a program of music en land Saturday.
warder, Marie Teele; sentinel, Frank j Greene was accompanied to Boston
Stanley Jones and family of Wash
Kenneth Dyer. W1AEC of Camden ’ tors and station license.
Mrs.
Jean
Ingram
who
suffered
a
by
her
mother
Mrs.
F.
Lamont
“Pat, was there ever anything more joyed, and later there were three ington spent Sunday at Frank
Rossiter. A past matron's jewel was
leaves soon for a period of study and
tables
of
cards.
very
severe
ill
turn
last
week.
Greene.
___ „_____
. ,
,
I wonderful than a camel going
presented to Marie Teele. Flowers
Esancy’s.
training in the art of Navy operating
Harrington. anf
and
family
who through the eye of a needle?”
Mrs. Clara Hall was a guest Sun
Mrs. Maude Greenlaw received at NDA in Portland.
The old guard seem to remain
“Roy
oy Harrlngton
? ia
llnly wh0
were presented to Georgia Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grinnell were
about the same. Ken White has [ have 138611 occupying the C<y l Snow
“yes, yer Riverence, there was. day of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease.
and Gertrude Hall for their kindness word last, week of tbe death of her
in Liberty Saturday.
worked all districts on 80 meters at place arLni0V1.ng to Rockland.
oi’ve sppn me tWQ bundred pound
Snow Monday night. Tuesday
in again performing the installation sister, Mrs. Margaret Dushane ol
from this vicinity attend
Ross McKinney and I made new last. Veazie has not added any new
Lane Thorndyke of Camden was , ]d woman g0 through me pants morning no traffic, and a crust ot edSeveral
ceremony. Program numbers were Vinalhaven.
the high school drama Thursday
semi-automatic
keys
last
week.
mileage to his DX record, lately. Rav £?®8ntly the guest of hls brother pockets, time an’ agin', bedad."
Rev. and Mrs. Milton McGorril ol
snow
which
is
going
to
be
hard
to
rendered by Miss Evelyn Manson,
evening
in
Washington.
recitation; Mrs. Ola Ames, piano | Boulder. Colo., are receiving con- They work iully as well as the manu- Easton, Rockport, is experimenting' 1i Fred.
factui
ed
ones
costing
$25
and
are
1
Everyone
is
glad
to
know
that
the
with bleeder resistances and Hertz
solo; and Mrs. Cora P eterson, reci- gratulations on the birth of a daughmuch more satisfying to use knowing antenna systems. Bob Smith may be report that H. A. Harlow had ty
tation. Lunch was served.
'■ ter.
that
they
are
of
your
own
handiwork
as active as efer but I seldom hear phoid fever is not true. Mr. Har
Mrs. Janette Pickering was taken
and the $25 is not on the debit side his signals. , Oscar Crie takes the low went to Portland last week to
by
airplane
to
Camden
Sunday,
where
ORFF’S CORNER
. she entered the hospital for a surgi- of the station expense sheet. Ken U.S.N.R. watch for our unit every I take a job on a barge, but became so
Dyer is making one this week under Sunday night. Norman Richards is ill "he had to return home. However,
The Boys’* 4-H Bean Club met Sat- ca] operation,
the direction of macninist McKinney. on quite regularly and seems to ’ he is now fully recovered.
urday evening at the home of the
* * « *
leader, Albert Elwell. At the busi
maintain his consistent faculty of | W. <P. Sleeper and family have
NORTH WALDOBORO
ness meeting plans were made for a
Super-heterodynes for broadcast re- working circles around me for dis taken an apartment in Rockland for
ception have staged a famous come- ] tance. W1OG of Belfast has not I th8 wlnt8r and moved there Monday,
handicraft class to be started as soon
Guy Ames left Wednesday morning hark
1H
as materials can be supplied. Sliding
back rtllrintr
during the
the last
last vear
year. Thoir
Their ! been copjed by any Of the locals for I . .' ., f3’?11 h3S ?
for
Townsend,
Mass.,
to
visit
his
par

j
furnished enjoyment for the play j
chief virtues are selectivity and weeks on the j assembly
band and. _I I strictly fresh eggs from the Waterents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
W.
Ames.
hour, also pop earn balls and apples
sensitivity and the AC models with am of the opinion that he is again , man farm at a very reasonable price.
Mrs. Olive Shuman and Dorothy screen grid tubes are a great im- active
Every back yard is sprouting a
on 20 meters although he
were served.
The ladies of the Farm Bureau met; Thomas visited Elva Borneman Fri provement over the old battery sets | talked some of shifting to 160 meters Brow*nB w-oodpile, bV.1 ,for Tu1
which had a faculty of getting the the last time I worked him. George beauty ^r8d Glllchrests bears the
Wednesday at the community house day.
Lydia Morse went to Waldoboro same station at about four places on Coombs of Castine is
,
for an all day meeting. Chair seat
is on
on Sundays PallllJ0 date- ,
Wednesday night occurred the ming was the subject and was taught Monday to install the officers of the dial, (harmonics)
with his usual greetings for the local
by Mrs. Amber Childs, a member of Menahga Grange.
boys; his phone was excellent a week stallation of officers of Wessaweskeag
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Crosby of Wind
the organization. Dinner of baked
ago last Sunday. Heard W1AVN of Grange, with E. H. Gould of Cam-1
McMurdo
Silver
of
Silver-Marshall
beans, apple and chocolate pie, fruit sor were at Laforest Mank's Sunday. was instrumental in the return of the Grove street testing and calling CQ den conducting the work. The offi
Several persons from this place at
cers are: Master, Albert W. Davis;
cake, pickles, bread and butter, coffee
superhet and was the first to put the : last; Sunday. His signals were PDC overseer, Charles S. Watts; lecturer.
and tea was served, and a very pleas tended church services at Waldoboro AC super on the market. They now I and quite loud at the Keag.
Sunday evening.
. I Guess that s all for now 73s es CUL. Scott A. Rackliff; secretary, Mrs.
ant day enjoyed.
Harvey Crowley; treasurer. Mrs
Isa Teague and family of Warren, have a remarkable receiver in their
Another entertainment by the
latest model and I had the pleasure
Joseph H. Baum; chaplain. Mrs. Fred
Boardman Bros was given Wednes Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll of Union, of tuning in 25 stations below WNAC
APPLETON RIDGE
Gillchrest; assistant steward. Amos
day evening at the community house Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Winchenbach and on one, one evening not long ago.
Makinen; lady assistant steward.
and was well attended with several Mrs. Laura Teague were at W. F. I was also amused to hear .a couple
Mrs. Hazle Perry and Miss Clarissa Marion N. Watts; steward, Walter
from surrounding towns present. Teague’s Sunday.
NFORMED automotive engineers knew the whole future of the
Harriman attended a Farm Bureau Bassick; gate keeper, Alton Wil- '
Sandwiches and coffee were served.
meeting last Thursday at the home of liams; Ceres, Mary F. Sleeper; Po
motor car was affected when Studebaker successfully introduced
The next one, to be held Jan. 28, is
Mrs. Helen* Gushee.
mona, Marion Rackliff: Flora, Mil
planned to be given by the school
dred
Graves.
Music
for
the
cere

Free
Wheeling with positive gear control on July 10,1930.
Joseph
Moody
and
Leslie
Butler
children entirely, with the exception
mony and the social dance follow
were in Augusta recently.
of the music, and will no doubt be
Several from this place attended ing the baked bean supper, was fur
These men recognized at once that Studebaker had solved a problem
well worth hearing, as former enter
the senior play of W.H.S. last Thurs nished by Mrs. Emma Harvey’s or
tainments by the children have al
chestra
from
Rockland,
making
alto

as old as motoring—the problem of controlling momentum and putting
day evening at Washington.
ways been well appreciated.
gether a very enjoyable affair which
Miss Lydia Benner who has been
L. N. Moody, A. G. Pitman, Nor was semi-public and well attended.
it to work.
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myotte
man Perry, W. M. Newbert and Mrs.
while attending school here, has re
Gertrude Moody were among the
They knew that Free Wheeling, as Studebaker offered it, went
turned to her home in Jefferson.
visitors Friday in Rockland.
TWE OCE/XM
Six men with their teams had a
straight
to the root of applied dynamics—giving the car that offered it
Sixteen young people met at the
bee Thursday and hauled out the I
CONtfAOM
parsonage
Friday
evening
for
a
gen

wood recently cut for Mrs. Amber I
a superiority which no car without it could contest.
eral good time and to talk over plans
Childs.
~~ NO ONE HAS
for
the
Young
People
’
s
Society
re

Auto mishaps have been common |
That is why you are hearing so much more about Free Wheeling
ANY LEGAL
cently formed.
occurances on this road lately due to I
"Tnl£ T°
Rev. Louis E. Watson left Sunday
icy traveling, but fortunately no
today than you did when Studebaker first introduced it. If all cars
| evening by auto ior Madison to spend
casualties have resulted.
had it now, the public would save hundreds of millions of dollars in
a few days with relatives.
Howard W. Dunbar who has spent !
The Willing workers meet each
several weeks with his daughter, Mrs.
gasoline and oil expense every year.
Charles Tisdale and family, returning ‘
Tuesday afternoon at their room at
the parsonage. Everybody welcome.
Monday to his home in South Wey- i
Free Wheeling has brought Studebaker thoroughness and initiative
Sunday services were well attended
mouth. Mass., met with an accident I
at the Paptlst Church. The pastor.
enroute which so badly damaged his ■
into
the limelight more conspicuously than ever.
Rev. Louis Watson, extends to all a
car that he was forced to continue his
hearty welcome. The young people journey by bus.
prompt relief from
Today every Studebaker gives you Free Wheeling. All cars will be
, meeting was in charge of Misses
HEADACHES, SORE
. Chrystal Stanley and Ruth, Moody.
GROW GOOD PULLETS
aspiring
to give it to you tomorrow. It gives you 10,000 miles of
_____
(
A missionary reading by Miss VirTHROAT, LUMBAGO,
i ginia Davis was much appreciated
One Hundred Poultrymen Now En
travel for 8,000 miles of engine effort—greatly reduced operation
The pastor asks that anyone playrolled — Meetings Scheduled For
RHEUMATISM, NEURITIS,
and maintenance cost—new safety—new ease of driving.
, ing an instrument of any kind, bring
Next Week
NEURALGIA, COLDS
1 it. along and help out in the music for
the Sunday evening service.
Over 100 poultrymen have enrolled
ACHES ond PAINS
It means much that these cars come to you with the greatest en
in the Grow Good Pullet campaign.
gineering advancement since the electric starter. But it means even
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street.
County Agent Wentworth will con
! will be open Saturday nights hereDoes not harm
more that they bear the name of Studebaker, distinguished in trans
tinue the meetings next week in
! after —adv.
8-tf
the
heart
Knox and Lincoln Counties.
portation for more than half the lifetime of the American nation.
Tuesday, Jan. 27 meeting at 10.30. ’
NORTH WARREN
Union hall, Whitefield, P. P. Chaney,;
Studebaker can art priced f. o. b. factory from ^795 to f>2600
Miss Ermina Williams spent the
poultry leader; Wednesday at 1.30,
day
with
Mabel
Crawford
last
Mon

Board of Trade rooms, Waldoboro, I
day.
Foster Jameson in charge; Thursday J
Mr and Mrs. Austin Kalloch visit
at 1.30, H. V. Starrett's farm, War
ed Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch Sun
ren; E. C. Teague, project leader; [
day in Rockland.
and Friday at 10.30, Grange hall, I
Bertram Blackington has moved
Washington, Mrs. Hope Rhodes,
from Union to the Willis Moody house
poultry leader in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson were
Disease causes the greatest loss
in Rockland Monday.
among chickens of the county. Last
Surely no one can complain about
year the 96 men who enrolled and re
thp winter here this year. Not much
ported in the Grow Good Pullet cam
snow and good roads all over town
paign brooded 84,966 with a loss J>f
Merrill Pavson is verv busv cutting
Accept
only
“
Bayer
”
package
which
contains
proven
directions.
Handy
"Bayer
”
only 7.4 per cent. These men housed
ice for the neighbors with hls new ice
33,813 good pullets.
sawing machine.
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100—AU druggists.

D

Maine Mother
Knew Best

W

Dishwashing

so

easy

with these suds that soak off grease

R

Rinso

FIG SYRVP

~/ree ■wheeling
—not
9 the feature of a season
but the future of an industry
I

SAFE

For

COLDS

BAYERk

ASPIRIN

STUDEBAKER
Builder of Champions

*
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Every-Other Da)^

Portland to Miss Vivian Holbrook of
WARREN
Portland, was received with much in
Charles Stimpson is quite ill.
Exams were the order of the day in terest in town. The best wishes ol
his many friends here is the response
Miss Ermina Williams spent Mon
the high school Wednesday.
day with Miss Mabel Crawford.
Richard O. and Prank D. Elliot will to thc announcement.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mrs. Edgar L. Morse and son Rich
A cup of Salada Tea is the ideal refreshment
Mrs. W. H. Robinson is employed
open an office in the middle apart
ard
of
Glencove
have
been
spending
in Georges River Mills.
ment in the Levensaler block owned
on all social occasions.
a few days at the home of Mrs
Ice is being harvested from one
by them.
Morse
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wal

of the quarries at North Warren.
William Piper who is in Knox Hos-1
ter
Swift.
The thickness of the cakes vary from
pital is having a light run of typhoid'
Mrs. Harold Pease and children ol 134 to 17 inches.
fever, but is improving at this writing.
Warren
spent
Friday
and
Saturday
A special meeting of the selectmen
Mrs. Ralph Crawford. Mrs. Ellis
Young. Mrs. Alonzo Spalding, Mrs. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson will take place next Saturday, if
Burkett.
pleasant, for the purpose of paying
Charles Smith made up a table of
Edgar Morse and son Clarence all outstanding bills.
bridge, playing at Mrs. Crawford's
were
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
There will be an informal recep
home Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Young
tion next Tuesday evening at the
won the honors. Mrs. Crawford en Walter Swift,
John
Creighton,
Jr,
has
been
elect

Baptist vestry with Rev. and Mrs.
tertained at dinner.
Mrs. James Felt is seriously ill at ed secretary-treasurer of the junior Howard Welch and family as honor
ORANGE PEKOE & PEKOE
class at Bowdoin College.
guests.
her home on Green street.
The auxiliary of Williams-Brazier
Mrs. Ernest Spear of Thomaston
16
Mrs. Byron Burlingame who has
“Fresh from the Gardens”
been a guest at the home of William Post, A. L, meets at the Legion rooms now has employment in Georges
T. Smith for a few' weeks, has re over the A. & P. store, Friday eve River Mills.
ning at 7.30. This will be a donation
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Spear enter
turned to Attleboro, Mas.-.
The ladies of the Congregational party and each member is asked to tained the Club of Twelve last Thurs
circle will meet in their vestry next take what she has available to help day evening. Prizes were awarded
Tuesday afternoon. All members of make the rooms comfortable, or it Mrs. Carlton Simmons, Clarence
This house apd lot of 21 acres of woodland and field with 2 other
The Finest Value in
the Federated Church are invited. too bulky, articles will be called for Spear and Carlton Simmons.
buildings and shed or garage 22x17 at South Cushing, Me, at the
Mrs. Clarence Spear was hostess
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock, to later. A large attendance is hoped
for.
mouth of the Georges River, on the State Highway, ten miles from
to a bridge luncheon Friday after
be followed by a social evening.
Mrs. Abbie F. Rice who has been noon. Mrs. O. B. Libby carried away
Thomaston. For particulars apply to R. B. GILMORE. 77 Park
At
The boat Pauline Bofand. Capt.
in
New
England
Street, The Foss House, Rockland, Me.
10Thl9
Bain of Owl's Head, owner, which has visiting her niece, Mrs. Wendell Rob first prize.
SATURDAY ONLY
The bridge at South Warren prob
been undergoing repairs by C. A. inson. in Flushing. N. Y, has gone to
San Jose, Calif, to spend the re ably will be open to traffic the first
Morse & Son, has the masts set.
of February. The last cement was
Miss Hortense Wilson is in Malden, mainder of the winter.
Thomaston High will play two poured Saturday and the stagings
For Sale
WITH THE BOWLERS
Mass., called by the illness of her
games
of
basketball
with
Rockland
in
will soon be removed.
sister. Miss Edith Wilson.
FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover.
that
city
next
Monday
evening.
Twi
Sunday morning at the Congre
The correspondent is permitted to
The Fedcrals won a 66-pin Victory long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12; limbs,
over the Pirates at Carr’s alleys Tues-1 >10- tl J- carrqll. Tei. 263-21. 10-12
copy the following letter from Gov. return games, Thomaston vs. Rock gational Church the pastor's subject I
land,
will
be
played
Feb.
10
in
the
will be “Bring Back the King.” At ‘
dav night an® the hero of the ocfor sale-Ford Coupe. Model A. A.
Wm. Tudor Gardiner to Capt. Warren
the evening service, "The Panting
casion was one Mister Rackliff who ; £_gEQRCE Tel. Thomaston 179. 10-12
O. Feyler of Battery F, Thomaston: Andrews gymnasium.
Stretch your MEAT dollar by buying your
The
funeral
of
Capt.
Walter
B
Soul and the Goodness of God.”
“State of Maine. Office of the Gover
bowled 124. 110 and 101 in: succesChester Vinal arrived Monday
nor. Augusta. Jan. 19, 1931. Capt. Willey will be held at his late home on
sive strings. Nine strings better than rhr,p Ior cash 194 cam^en st. Tei.
Meats at the A. & P. MARKET, where you
Dunn
street
Friday
at
2
o'clock.
The
night from Swampscott, Mass, called
Warren O. Feyler. Thomaston. Me.
100 were recorded in this match. The , 67-r.____________________________ 10-12
can be assured of receiving HIGH QUALITY
Dear Capt. Feyler: It is a source of Masons will attend in a body. Mem by the death of his aunt Mrs. Martha
summary:
FOR SALE—Girl’s key skates, size 10.
bers
of
Grace
Chapter.
O.
E.
S,
are
Miller.
great satisfaction to learn that your
Federals—Rackliff, 335; Philbrook,' In Roodl condition—simply outgrown
at Lowest Prices.
Mrs. Hollis Starrett is improving
290; Beach, 257; Benner, 293; R. Tel. 794-W.
--------- -------io 3
Battery was one of the seven in the requested to meet at their hall at 1.30
p
9Q0- tntal 1465 '
! FOR SALE-Two pedigree Chinchilla
in health after several weeks' illness.
corps area obtaining the rating of also to attend.
Perry,
290,
total,
1W>j
bucl[s
8
months
old.
Raised
from
The program of the Baptist ladies
The hockey match Monday be
All Beef sold in this Market is U. S. Govern
'excellent' in target practice. May I circle
Pirates—Hokpins, 288; Clarke, 270; | stahl’s Silver Certificate stock L. R.
Wednesday evening prepared tween Union and Warren High was
take this opportunity to congratulate
Stockford 274’ Woodcock, 264; Shute, WHITTEN. Brooklyn Heights. Thomasby
Miss
Gladys
Doherty
was
unique
ment Inspected.
postponed
to
some
date
when
the
you and the men of your Battery on
303; total, 1399.
ton' Me .Tpl: ?5(UU------------------e • . .
FOR SALE—1928 Chevrolet motor,
this showing. It is most gratifying to | and funny. Many opportunities to weather is more favorable.
test
the
knowledge
of
the
spectators
radiator and battery. W. L. VINAL. 500
A
speaking
contest
is
scheduled
for
have the traditions of Maine's Na
Last
night's
results:
At
Carr's
—
TEA
Old
County m°d
9'II
THE
given. The wild animal show Feb. 27 between Warren and Waldo
tional Guard so well sustained. Wm. were
Under Dogs 1468, Central Maine l FOR SALE—Single burner oil stove;
was
a
sure
hit.
COMPANY
boro
High
Schools
to
be
held
at
War

GREAT
Tudor Gardiner."
1408; at Star alleys—Repair Gang used one night. Cost $7.95, sell for $5.
• * * •
ren.
H. J. POWERS. Pleasant Gardens, City.
Announcement of the engagement of
2212, Cement Quarry, 2133.
I_________________________________ 9*11
An
Uncomfortable
Trip
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Benner
and
Oscar J. Hodgkins of Thomaston and
FOR SALE—Pure bred holstein bull calf,
Cecil Cushman and Lloyd Miller, son Richard of Waldoboro were Sun
MEDIUM SIZE
, grandson of Dutchland Konlgen Wltwo members of the Coast Guard sta- day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
nana Lad. Price reasonable. J. D,
| tioned at Burnt Island, were in W. Waltz and Mr. and Mrs. George
, PEASE. Hope, Me. Tel. Lincolnville,
Advertisements ln this column not to j 12-19.____________________________ 9-11
, town Tuesday, and upon their return Martin.
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
j had
a rough experience.
They
David Hill is harvesting ice from
FOR SALE—Kitchen range oil burn
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cenia ers at reduced prices. DONAHUE &
brought a man off the island to Port the Sidensparker Pond.
RANLETT
Tel. 1033 Rockland.
9*14
for
three
times.
Six
words
make
a
line.
J Clyde and then came to Thomaston
Howard Martin, son of Mr. and
FOR SALE—1927 Bulck Standard 6,
to visit Capt. and Mrs. Frank Cush Mrs. George Martin, spent Monday
I Four-door Sedan. A-l condition. Terms
Lost and Found
man, parents of Cecil. About 2 night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
I or trade ROLAND B. PAYSON. East
o'clock under threatening skies they Eugene Durgin.
LOST—Jan. 16 in the Security Trust Union. Tel. Union 18-2___________ 9*11
Arnold Teague and crew are cut
Co., black unlined purse containing
FOR SALE—Potatoes $1 bushel at
started to return to Burnt Island
money. Please return to F. S., Courier- house. $1.10 delivered TEL. 355, 23 Park
having been admonished by Capt ting ice in South Pond and quite a
Gazette.^
9*11. St., opp. Rockland Garage._________ 8-10
Cushman to follow the ship channet crew of men are employed: Harry
MEDIUM SIZE
FOUND—Number plate 102-443. Owner
FOR SALE—Portable Singer sewing
through the islands. About two or Gordon, Leonard Cousins, Edward
may have same by paying charges. WES machine, practically new. Very reasonthree miles out of Port Clyde the Davis, Maynard Creamer, Alfred
LEY POST. Ingraham Hill.
10-lt i able price. PHONE 704____________ 8-10
engine of the boat failed to work and Sheldon. Fred Starrett, Maurice
FOR SALE—Late 1930, Series 57. flve
passenger Bulck sedan. Like new, low
they drifted helplessly on the stormy Watts.
Wanted
mileage, privately ow’ncd. TEL. ThomEdwin Gammon is driving George
waters.
WANTED—Large size coal burning aston 209.________________________ 8-10
Capt. Cushman became anxious Martin's truck hauling ice.
brooder stove, with hover, must be ln ~FOR SALE—One set Fairbanks plat
Parker Starrett is out again after
after a few hours and called up the
good condition and cheap for cash. form scales, double beam, 600 lb. ca
MR3. JACK PERIE. South Cushing. Me. pacity. Reconditioned and guaranteed
Burnt Island Station, only to leam an illness of a few days.
10*12 correct; one nine foot show case, glass
The
subject
of
Rev.
Howard
Welch's
that they had not arrived. A boa:
WANTED—I buy shaggy kittens Write and mirrors, ln first-class condition; one
was immediately sent out manned by sermon Sunday morning will be "A
mp colors, age and sex. MRS. WARREN 10-foot panelled counter, one 84 foot
the Coast Gudrd and search was reason for the hope that is in us. /
PEASLEE. Jefferson. Me.
10*15 panelled counter; one counter platform
scales ln first-class condition. R. B. MA
made until it became too dark and At 6 o’clock a group of young people
WANTED—Three men—steady employ GUNE. 700 Main St.. Rockland. Tel.
stormy, when the Guard returned to will lead the Christian Endeavor.
ment starting Immediately. Opportunity 315-V/._________
8-10
for ad- ancement. $32.10 weekly at start
their station. The sky clearing in the At the regular 7 o'clock service, the
FOR SALE—The Frank A Robbins
See
MR
GOWEN.
Hotel
Rockland,
Thurs

night, the boat put out again, and at subject will be. "A lesson bv the sea "
day evening 5.30 to 8 30.
10-lt homestead at Simonton’s Corner, con
ROCKLAND, MAINE
taining about l3. acres. Just the place
tracted by a light on the shore ol Chester Wyllie will have charge of
WANTED—Position as chef or all for poultry farming Slightly sloping
McGee Island, investigated, and found the music.
round cook. Best of references. Can land with southern exposure. Also 37
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY, 5 acres of wood land back of Hosmer's
the men there in a comfortable plar
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
7-tf Pond. Some timber. Apply R B MA
A WORD, AN ACT, A SMILE
Their boat had drifted into the har
[For
The
Courier-Gazette
|
WANTED—Position as mother’s help GUNE. 700 Main St. Tel. 315-W, Rockbor
McGee Island, which preved
CAMDEN
er or second girl, by young Finnish girl, land or residence 587, Camden.______ 8-10
If I thought a Word of mine
THOMASTON, MAINE
their salvation. They landed wet and
experienced. MISS AHO. Tel. 466-M.
FOR SALE—Eight tons good hay, $10
Would reach some lonely heart.
10*12 ton; also soft wood. Right price and quick
weary and glad to have their fellow
Or help some weary traveler on
The Baptist Church will hold a
service.
HARRY GOODWIN. Box 55.
To a Mew-a fresher start:
guards take them back to Burnt
WANTED
—
General
housework
by
expe

parish supper and business meeting
.__________ 8*10
If I thought that word I spoke
Finnish woman; good cook Warren. Me_________
Island.
Friday at 6.30 o'clock. All members rienced
Would joy to others give.
MRS AHO. Tel. 4S6-M
10*12
FOR SALE - Dry wood. long. $10; fitted,
I'd make it just the best I could
are urged to attend and enjoy a so
WANTED—Experienced farm hand.. $14; junks. $12; soft Junks. $8. L. F.
To help those people live.
6-14
cial evening.
References required. R. E. CUTTING. TOLMAN. Tel 263-13 Rockland.
9*11
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; Junks.
If I thought some Act of mine
Otis Dean is confined to the house Warren. Me. Tel. 3-3.
$12:
wood
fitted
and
under
cover.
$14.
O.
Would have to stand thc test
WANTED—Kitchen help to work few
with an injured knee, the result of a
4-tf
Of life, and love, and all It means,
hours each day. PARK STREET CAFE H CRIE Thomaston, pi. 122-2.
fall
on
the
ice.
The poor as well as best;
AND SEA GRILL. Rockland. See Mr
FOR SALE Fox and rabbit hounds,
If I thought that by that act
9-11 also some nice hound pups. Now ls the
Mrs. L. W. Hart will entertain the Perry.
I might help out some way.
time
to get vours. R. W. JEWELL. QlenWANTED—Skates to sharpen. We
Monday Club next week at her home
I'd try to do some little thing
sharpen them while you wait, and sharp cove, Me. Tel. 256-4.______________ 153-tf
The best I could each day
on High street.
en them right. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
9-25 tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum
The Friends-In-Council met this 408 Main St.. Rockland.
If I thought a Smile of mine
mer
cottages. In fact all kinds of real
Would reach beyond my face.
week with Mrs. Albert H. Parsons,
WANTED—Burroughs adding machine
And gladden more the hours of one
in good condition at a reasonable price. estate Come and talk over my list lf
Chestnut street.
you
wish
to buy ROBERT U. COLLINS,
Through some rocky place;
Write The Courier-Gazette, care F. W. L.
It I thought that with tl-.at smile
8-10 375 Main St.. Tel. 77.______________ 1-tf
Richard Cecchi, who was severely
I could help a friend
,
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay’ farms and
burned about six months ago, is now
WANTED Gentleman boarder, student
I'd wear thc biggest smile I could
for sale and rent, attractive
in a Boston hospital for treatment to preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or cottages
And never frown again.
prices. Ideal loacttons, tea houses, and
call
163-M.
,
7-tf
Clarence E. L.addcn. Jr. i his right arm.
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Warrcp.
—Gas stationary engine, from Mal n e____________________________ 1-tf
Mrs. Agnes Knowlton will entertain 15WANTED
to 20 h. p. TEL*277-W. or write-Box
FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 714
the Friday Auction Club next week at 443, Rockland.
7*12
CEMENT CREW BEATEN
h. u. and 2 h. p . ln good shape; also
a 1 o'clock luncheon at her home on
WANTED—Woman for house work ln standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
family of one. Call at 157 MIDDLE ST.
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
Thc Burns Express Five of Dam- Pearl street.
6-tf
1-tf
Capt. and Mrs. Henry Barnes are
i ariscotta defeated the Lawrence
WANTED—Position as housekeeper by
Portland Cement basketball team ol in Harpswell, called by the death oi middle aged American widow, good home
Miscellaneous
and small pay. Eest of references. BOX
Thomaston in Damariscotta. Monday- his mother.
25. Washington. Me.
5*10
night. 43 to 23 in a fast and hard
NOTICE—I hereby give notice to all
Friday evening at 7.30 the annual
persons that they are forbidden to ex
fought game. Stroul and Styler were business meeting of thc Masonic Club
tend credit to my wife Anne Flncgold
To Let
high scorers for their respective will be held at the club rooms.
Frledmafc. as I shall pay no bills of her
teams. The score:
TO LET—Four rqj&m apartment, mod contracting after this date. (Signed)
Coming
attractions
at
the
Comique
ALBERT
FRIEDMAN. Augusta, Me.. Jan.
Damariscotta
ern conveniences, heated if desired; fur
G
F
P ,Theatre include Wallace Beery and nished or unfurnished. W. L. BALLARD. 15. 1931.______________________ 10*Th-16
Marie Dressier in “Min and Bill;” Ed
10-12
STORAGE Good dry and clean, ln
A. Stevens, rf.......... Q
1
13 die Cantor in “Whoopee;'' Wheeler Rockport.
TO LET—A three room furnished barn; $2.09 per month. S. A. MACOM
Webber, rf ................. 0
0
0 and Woolsey in “Hook, Line and apartment
with free lights and water. BER. 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel.
Stroul, lf .................. 7
1
15 Sinker;” Gary Cooper in "Morocco;” THOMPSON S. 16 Willow St
9*11 1158-W___________________________ 9*14
Flint, lf...................... 0
0
0 Joan Crawford in “Paid:' and Wal
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing. S. A.
TO LET—Five room house, modern, on
Court*St. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rocklanu.
Erskine, c ................ 0
0
0 ter Huston in "Abraham Lincoln.”
Me.
Tel. 1158-W.
6*17
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
9-tf
Take this electric heating pad to bed tonight and you’ll never
Baker, c .................. 10
2
Dana Grey of Boston has been in
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
TO LET—Up stairs rent of three fur
R.
Stevens,
rg
..........
3
0
6
be bothered with cold feet again. It is most effective in treat
town, called here by the death of his nished rooms, electric lights and bath, by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
Gough, lg ................. 2
15 brother. Frederick Grey.
155-11
at 17 CRESCENT ST. Inquire on prem BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
ing colds, lumbago, neuralgia, rheumatism, influenza, toothache
8-10
Hall, lg ...................... 1
0
2
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawa
Miss Inez Hills of Boston is visit ises or Tel. 1213-M.
TO LET—Four furnished rooms at The and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
and chills.
ing her sister, Mrs. Howard Blanch Highlands,
with garage, two minutes walk ROCK ST. Tel 1010.______________ 1-tf
20
3
ard. Megunticook street.
to
car line. $15 per month, payable in
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
Portland Cement
advance. Apply to H. G. THAYER. 572 at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
This pad has a soft eiderdown cover soothing to touch; size
G
F
Old County Rd.
8-10 Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Read our ad in this issue. Sale of
1-tf
Valenta, lg................. 1
0
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene Tel. 519-J.
12x15 inches; three-heat switch provides three degrees of
5 Bates Brocade Remnants beginning ment. $22; 7-room tenement. $23.50.
Roes, rg .................... 2
1
VINALHAVEN
ft
ROCKLAND
warmth to comfort aches and pains. A removable, washable
7 Saturday. Vesper A. Leach, 366 Main Both have gas and electricity. Very
Gay, o ........................ 2
3
STEAMBOAT CO.
pleasantly located In good neighborhood.
0 j street—adv.
Hinkley, lf ................. 0
0
Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
muslin cover is packed with each pad.
Steamer
leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
9
\
________________________________
Styler, rg .................. 4
1
TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per

Drink Tcs . .

H

for Sociability

THOMASTON

CHISHOLM’S

n
SALADA'

FOR SALE

CANDIES

Peanut Brittle
29c Ib.

Peanut Dainties
39c lb.
Cream Mints
40c lb.

QUALITY MEATS

Assorted Chocolates

LOWEST PRICES

29c lb.

At The A & P Market Located
at 462 Main Street, Rockland

Fresh
Assorted Kisses
30c lb.

Hard Candies
19c lb.

Finest Grapefruit
4 for 25c

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

Florida Oranges
25c doz.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
. OUR ANNUAL

In Everybody’s Column

Walnuts
25c lb.

DISCOUNT SALE

Navel Oranges
21c doz.

of Men’s Clothing, Shoes, and
Furnishings

GOOD FRUIT
AT LOW PRICES

CHISHOLM’S

ENDS SATURDAY, JAN. 31
LEVI SEAVEY

Hrrrrh!

Cold Feel?

need this electric

heating pad

23

Combination offer—

Referee, Wotton. Time four 10's.

STRAND THEATRE

Heating Pad and Cedar Chest
Until January 31 only, we will include a beautiful
treasure chest of genuine aromatic Tennessee Red
Cedar at no extra cost; generous size, 12x10x2
inches
and well made. Glossy varnish finish. Highly polished
brass straps and handles. Solid brass padlock and key.

The chest can he used for cosmetics, jewelry, trinkets,
sewing, stationery, cigars, handkerchiefs or treasured
souvenirs.

7'

the price of one

Central Maine Power Company
at any of

Lost 47 Lbs.

Saturday the Strand Theatre
offers a comedy classic in Universal's
timely satire on gang life, “See
America Thirst,” featuring Harry
Langdon, Slim Summerville and
Bessie Love. It is the first film pro
duction revealing an intimate side of , ”1 have been taking Kruschen Salts
the great American rum-running [or nearly 3 months. I have con“racket. hijacking, in a colorful, ' tinued taking one teaspoonful in warm
satirical manner.
water every morning. I then weighed
Harry and S.im. as two “knigits of 217 pounds, was always bothered with
the rail," are unceremoniously thrown pains in my back nnd iower part of
from a freight train and finding abdomen and sides.
I themselves without a mode of canNow I am glad to say I am a well
I vcyance swing onto a moving truck woman, feel much stronger, years
I Unknown io them, the truck is op- j younger and my weight is 170 pounds.
; crated by a powerful gang leader, I do not only feel better but I look
sDumoni, ar.d is loaded with liquor. better, so all my friends say.
Harry and Slim . arriving at the
“I shall never be without Kruschen
stronghold of the gang, are mistaken Salts, will never cease taking my dally
dose
and more than glad to highly rec
for two notorious gunmen hired to ommend
It for the great good that ls ln
“bump-off" a rival beer baron. Many It." Mrs. S. A. Solomon. New Bern. N.
C..
Jan.
1930
" P. S. You may think I
merry mix-ups result from the misexaggerating hy writing such a long
takeft indentity and “See America am
letter but truly I feel so Indebted to you
H Thirst" becomes a riot of toughs.
for putting out such wonderful salts
Bessie Love has the role of a that I cannot say enough."
hottie of Kruschen Salts that lasts
cabaret entertainer and gangster's 4 Aweeks
costs but 85 cents at David L.
sweetie, and new complications arise, McCarty's and druggists the world over.
Take
one
half teaspoon ln a glass of hot
tfien both Harry and Slim fall in love
water every morning before breakfast.
with her.—adv.
Attention to diet will help—cut out

In 3 Months and
Feels Years Younger

$10 value for

.50

Carolina Woman

month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
Tel. 1080.
153-tf
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
nnd garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
1-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main 8t
Tel. 874-W.
1-tf
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
All modern improvements. Inquire at
12 ELM ST.
1-tf
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
1-tf

Eggs and Chicks

■Mi

_________________________________ 143-tf

WARREN FARMERS MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Warren, Maine
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1930
Cash in office and bank ........
$1,974 65

Gross cash assets ...............
$1,974 65
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1930
Net cash assets ......................
$1,974 65
Premium notes subject to as
sessment .............................
14.649 25
Deduct all assessments and
payments .............................
350 00

BABY CHIX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C.
R I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color,
state accredited for white diarrhoea, $20
per hundred, postpaid for March until
15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed. Balance due on premium
notes .............................. $14,299 25
F H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston.
O. A. COPELAND. Secretary.
Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
4-Th-10
1-tf
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
We use the Jamesway incubator-hatcher,
famous for its healthy, husky chicks.
They make healthy, productive hens. 22c
each; 500. 20c each; 1000 or more 18c
each. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel.
13-42.
5-tf

BURPEE

UNDERTAKERS

PARISIAN BEAUTY
SALON

Complete Beauty System
Fredericks Permanent Waving and
Rewaving
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
Phone 898
pastry and fatty meats—go light on po
lfiOtf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You ran buy tatoes. butler, cream nnd sugar—the

oar ttorot

A. M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.

copies of Thp Courier-Gazette, with the Kruschen wav ls the safe wav to lose
range ___
____
home .hews, at Hotallng’s agency, 308 fat. Try one bottle and If not Joyfully broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
West 40th St.
satisfied—money back.
Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf

Since 1840 this Arm has
faithfully served the famlllea
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

Tel. Day 450;
7»1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

L»cry-Oiher-Day
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Remnant Sale
Beginning Saturday

Society

Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore left'
Tuesday noon for Baltimore, where
she will Join her husband for a few
days’ visit. On her return she will ’
visit her brother Morris Wilson in
New York, and friends in Boston and
vicinity.
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IMONTON’

Ask For
S. & H.
GREEN
STAMPS

Wc Give
S. & H.
GREEN
STAMPS

DEPARTMENT STORE

410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nichols and
daughter Ruth left Monday for SaraIn addition to personal notes regarding ( Mrs Rodney McDonald of Deer sota, Fla., to visit Mrs. Nichols’ pardepartures aud arrivals, this department T , h h
thp
. f h r daUeh- ents, Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond of
especially desires Information of social .
„
,?e
„ 01North Haven who are SDendine the
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes ter, Mrs. Walter Mellquist for the eiortn Haven, wno are spencung tne
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly past week, duringwhich Miss Marita winter in the former place.
tfXoto
„„
w Barter, her granddaughter, underMr. and Mrs. Rolo Gardner of’
....................... or
w went a surgical operation for nose
Camden entertained Saturday night!
and throat, at Knox Hospital.
TKIPPLETOE
at supper and cards, with Mr. anti1
Friends in this city have received
----- of —
o-„_____ —
The Chummy Club was enter- Mrs. Dan Snow, Mr. and Mrs. Lawnews
the —
engagement
of ___
Miss, I
1.39 value for
Janet Dalzell, debutante daughter of tained Tuesday evening at the home rence Leach and Mr. and Mis. Henry
Mrs. Aimee H. Dalzell of 295 Clinton ; of Mrs. Nathan Witham for supper ( Montgomery as guests.
1.00 value for
avenue, Brooklyn. She is a grand- j as a birthday observance for Mrs.
j
daughter of the late Mrs. Sarah Hoi- Pearl Look. The menu included lobMrs. Mary Burkett, Broad stieet,
brook Delano, who was a member of ster salad, hot rolls, French fried po is entertaining the Charity Club te
New Shipment of
the Capt. Samuel Holbrook family, tatoes, olives, birthday cake and °ay at luncheon,
For Friday, Saturday and Mon
well known and at one time living at coffee. A tapestry bag was present
day Only
The Happy Club met at the home
the Southend, and who will be re- _ed
_ „„to Mrs. „„„„
Look by the „„„
club _________
members.
In regular and outsizes, either
membered by older residents.
Honors in bridge were won by Mrs, of Miss Bertha McIntosh, Nortli
while or pink Plisse, fancy
-------' Frank Fields and Mrs. E. W. Free- Main street last evening, wheie a ;
trimmed; 1.19 goods!
A bridge party will be given this ■ man. Mrs. Edward Gonia was a spe- delicious chicken dinner was servet.
Friday, Saturday, Monday Only
afternoon at the home of Mrs Ken- cial guest.
Eight members were present. Cards
15 Figured Rayon Dresses, 4.95
nedy Crane, Beech street, at 2 o'clock, ,
-------Thnmls
and 5.95 values; sizes 16 to 40.
under the auspices of the newly
The_ meeting off the Wawe*^
Special price—
formed group of workers from the Club, postponed from Monday night , wil be the hostesss to the club memCongregational Church.
due to the storm, will take place . bers at her home for dinner in Feb_____
,
this evening at the home of Mrs. luary at 47 Camden street.
Odd lot; 2.25i to 2.98 value, Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cole are in Leila Benner, Pleasant street.
EDUCATIONAL CLUB
Special price—
onette Slips. Special
1 Camden called by the illness of their
NINE FIGURED
Honors were won by Mrs. M. S.
daughter, Mrs. Wallace F. Spauld
Dick,
I. J.at Shuman
and party
Mrs. Anna
park
ing.
Webster
the bridge
given Mls- ^Wen and M-o
MrS’ ILeach
Tuesday evening under the auspices
Figure In Program of IA-'
Mrs. Harry French entertained the of Ruth Mayhew Tent at Grand
3.95 and 4.25 values; sizes 38 to
Tuesday Club at her home on Ran Army hall. Mrs. Helen Paladino
terest and Profit
46; to close out at
kin street Tuesday evening for sup acted as hostess.
New lot of Ail Wool Sweaters.
per and cards with 16 guests. Honors
Special price—
The last session of the Woman's
were won by Mrs. L. F. Chase, Capt.
The Rockland Commercial College Educational Club was the banner
Fi L. Green and Mrs. Orrin Smith.
students and invited guests enjoyed
season „ the address
, a social at the Thorndike grill Mon- |
.
_ „
„
Despite the inclement weather day evening.
Buffet lunch was of Mrs- Robert E. Owen of Vassal- I
Monday evening the bridge Party served by Misses Helen Bennett, Reta boro on “Icebergs and Cathedrals,"
HUMMING BIRD
Special lot, all colors Rayon Silk
under the auspices of the activities Pettapiece and Gretchen Fletcher. and Mrs. Sadie Leach’s paper on
Non-Run
Bloomers
and
Vests
to
Pajamas; 2.98 value.
committee of Auxiliary of Winslow- Games and novelty dances, including -rhe passion Play at Oberammermatch; 79c value. Special price:
Holbrook Post, A. L. had three tables ‘ lemon and balloon waltzes comprised gau." Mrs. Owen is vice principal of
liioned Pure Silk
Sil Hum For Friday, Saturday and Mon
Full Fashioned
with honors falling to Mrs. Austin I the evening's entertainment. Music oak Grove Seminary, and was ae- 1
ming
ning Bird Hose
Ilose
day only—
Brewer, Miss Olive Edwards. Mrs. was furnished by Dean’s Orchestra, companied by a group of girl stuTWO
FOR
1.09
Thomas Foley and Mrs. Ralph A.
-------dents who contributed to the proSmith. Mrs. Sarah Griffin and Mrs.
Mrs. Florence Keating entertained gram piano violin and vocal selecCorinne Edwards acted as hostesses. ; at bridge at Hotel Rockland Monday j tions.
Better Grade Humming Bird
j afternoon, honors going to Mrs.
The total attendance at the afterPure Silk Full Fashioned
It is necessary that reservations for ; Delia Yorke and Mrs. J. C. Cunning- i nOon and evening meetings was 120.
Super Grade Rayon Silk Bloom
the open meeting of the Shake- ! ham.
, the hostesses being Mrs. Irene Moers; 1.25 and 1.39 value. Regular
1.25 value, for—
speare Society at the Copper Kettle
and outsizes—
. ran and Mrs. Orissa Merritt.
Monday evening at 6.30 be made not
The bridge party given _ at the | The psychology lesson conducted
later than Friday, Jan. 23. There Thorndike grill last evening' for the ' by Mrs. Mary Perry Rich was supplcfore, members and alumni members benefit of St. Bernard's Catholic j mented by questions originating ir
who plan to attend are requested to Church had 20 tables, with Mrs. ! the wonderful mind of Dr. S. Parkes 1*^1
notify Mrs. Aldana Spear, Maple Donald Perry, Mrs. Francis Louraine Cadman, and was highlv interesting tFdJgfzraBrararararaiaizraaflraiziai F. J. SIMONTON CO.
street, at the earliest possible mo and Miss Helen Burns in charge, j to the listeners. It developed that
ment. '
Honors were won by Mrs. W. H. the “solid reading" participants are
; tions by Miss Dorothy Lord and Miss
-------| Anderson, Robert McCarty, Mrs. reporting nearly 100 percent.
Mrs. H. F. Hicks was hostess to the Lucia Burpee, Mrs. Thomas Keating, j a debate on the subject of grab Grace Russell, and movie films
SATURDAY
Outing Club Monday for luncheon. Mr Israel Snow, Mrs. David Me- bags, fish ponds and done-up bundles “Kraft Cheese" and “Blue Monday”
The afternoon was devoted to relief ; Carty. Miss Frances Hanrahan,, resulted in the opinion that fair pa by F. M. Shaw of Boston.
The Civics lesson for the next ,
sewing for Miss Corbett, chiefly work ^!ss Celia Brault. Mrs. F. E. Follett. I trons should know what they are
The High and Dizzy
on boys’ suits and.............
finishing a com Miss Mildred Ryan, Aime Beaudoin, buying, even though they do miss the meeting will be from Chapter 31 on
"Essentials
in
Civic
Government.
”
,
Miss
Mary
Hanley,
Mrs.
Gardner
f
un
of
speculating.
Comedy Thriller!
forter
French, Miss Anna Flynn, Miss j Mrs. Dyer and Mrs. Stewart ! The critics for next meeting will be
Bubbling with
William T <*mith ia in Prpanup Tale Phronie Johnson, Miss Vitrici Carini. brought in interesting reports as Mrs. Irene Moran, Mrs. Lillian Joyce,
” ,Presque IsIe Mrs. Anna Webster. Miss Annie' critics. By request Mrs. Nettie Mrs. Lena Merrill, Mrs. Sadie Leach,
Fun
and Frolic!
on business for a few days.
Carini. Mrs. Raymond Stewart, Mrs. Stewart read a poem, “We re Out To , Mrs. Ada Dyer and Mrs. Winifred
Horton.
John Flanagan and Mrs. Charles Win.”
Chapin Class met at the home of Grace. Another of these popular
silent tribute was paid to the
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Tuesday evening, parties will be given Tuesday evening memory of Miss Alice S. Genn, who
GROSS NECK
with 10 members present. Final in the grill at 8, under the direction | has died since the last meeting,
Mrs. Elfoy Gross and children ot
plans for the musicale which thc ot Miss Louise Harrington and Mrs. I The program also included a piano ! the village spent the weekend with
class is giving at the home of Mrs. George Phillips.
j solo by Miss Muriel McPhee, recita- Mr. and Mrs. William Gross.
David Talbot, Tuesday evening,
I Supt. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey of
were made, and Mrs. Ralph L.
with
Waldoboro visited the school here last
Wiggin, ticket chairman, gave out
( week.
3
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
tickets to this committee: Mrs.
Charles Genthner has employment
George Palmer. Mrs. Almon B.
at Melvin Gross'.
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS’
Cooper, Miss Mabel F. Lamb, Miss
BESSIE LOVE,
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
CD
Bennie Geele was in Ccoper’s Mills
Jennie Brown, Mrs. Blodgett. Miss Ol
recently.
Alice Fuller and Mrs. George H.
“PHANTOM OF THE WEST” No. 4
Miss Marie Waltz who has been
Welch. The affair promises to be
“BIG SPLASH"
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
.
visiting
her
grandparents,
Mr.
and
tc ■ Mrs. Alden Waltz, has returned to
one of the most interesting of thc 05
winter social activities. Under the
TODAY AND TOMORROW
I Rockland.
CHARITY
direction of Miss Lamb and Mrs. E.
“SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY”
Mrs. Annie Creamer is in Boston to
F. Berry a program of high order is
with
<C j spend the winter with her daughter,
being arranged, embracing vocal and 05
CONSTANCE BENNETT
Mrs. Roy French.
instrumental selections, readings,
Star of "Common Clay"
Mrs. Edna Genthner and daughter
etc. The hour will be 8 o'clock.
TEMPLE HALL
of Bremen spent Sunday with Mrs.
<C
Melvin Genthner.
05
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
Miss Hortense Wilson of Thom
Leander Gross of North Waldoboro
aston has been called to Malden,
Home of
One
was at Frankie Simmons’ Monday.
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
Mass., by the illness of her sister,
of the
Paramount
to Harry Creamer was in Damariscotta
05
Miss Edith Wilson.
Publix Theatres
Pictures
Tickets 49 Cents
last week.
Mrs. Perle Simmons and son are
Mrs. Charles Rich is very ill at
TELEPHONE 892
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Moorhead City, N. C., where she is [
Mrs. Leander Gross, in North Waldo
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30
spending the winter. At last reports
boro.
she showed a slight improvement.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner visited Mrs.
Eddie Wallace at Dutch Neck Satur
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Perry enter
day.
"Newspapers as vest-linings went
tained at bridge Monday evening at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morse of
FRI.-SAT.
out
of
style
at
about
the
same
time
their home on Talbot avenue. Hon
Waldoboro were Sunday visitors at
our overcoats came in.”
ors were won by Mrs. L. E. Jones,
Frankie Simmons’.
Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook. Mrs.
—says GREGORY'S,
He Uses a Wisecrack
George E. Dunton, Mr. Dunton, C.
E. Gilley and M. S. Dick, there be
YOU WALKED OVER?
For a Highjack!
FREE AFTER 20 YEARS
ing four tables in play.
WHY IT S ALMO5rt

Specials for Friday, Saturday and Monday

January 24th

Philippine Gowns

Beautiful

Silk & Wool Hose

98c

79c pair

BATES

Plisse Gowns

BROCADES
/

In One tr Thoee Yard Lengths

Suitable for Bed, Couch, Pillow and Bolster Covers
also Table Runners and Overdrapes

At One Half The Regular Price
PRICES RANGE FROM

25c to $1.25 a piece
VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
Rockland

366 Main Street

Dresses

89c each

Rayonette Slips

1.39

Rayon Dresses

Coat Sweaters

2.95 each

2.98

Pajamas

Rayon Silk Undies

Silk Hosiery

59c

1.00 pair

Super Grade Bloom’s

Rayon Slips

AYER’S
Wc wish to thank all our customers who helped to make
our annual sales such a grand success. They have been
awfully good to us and we are truly grateful. We try to
sell at all times only No. 1 Goods and if at any time any of
our customers get anything that is not perfectly satisfactory
or that does not wear well, and will just tell us about it, we
will make it good. Can we do more?
•
In the meanwhile when in need of any Men’s or Boys’
Furnishings we shall be more than pleased to have you call
upon us. Prices will be lower this spring and the materials
better than ever.

1.00 each

Hose
1.35 pair

98c

“SEE

AMERICA THIRST”

«

WILLIS AYER

HARRY LANGDON

ANNUAL NINE CENT DAYS

SPEND TO SAVE

CONCERT AND DANCE

WE LIKE TO SAVE

AND WE LIKE TO

You can SAVE real dollars by investing NOW at

the astonishingly low prices offered at our store

Just Think! CONGOLEUMSat

I

$3.75

New, brilliant patterns, every room in the house;
all sizes, $3.75 and up.

Spend to Save

Miss Mary Pratt and Miss Agnes J
Flanagan entertained at bridge Mohday evening at the BPW rooms, with
eight tables. Honors were won by i
Mrs. Thomas C. Stone, Mrs. B. G.
Hagerman , Miss Alberta Knight.
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Jerome Burrows,
Ralph Lewin, Herbert Sanborn and
H. G. Stuckman.

The Methebesec Club will be entertained tomorrow afternoon by
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and Mrs. Anah ,
Gay at Mrs. Rogers' home on Ames
bury street. The subject of the pro- I
gram in charge of Miss Annie Frye
is “Events In Augusta," and E. C.
Moran Jr., as guest speaker will have j
as his topic “Reorganization of State
Government.”

UNFINISHED FURNITURE

Mrs. Anne Grinnell of Camden is
a patient at Knox Hospital.

Save money through buying now at ridiculously low

The T.H.E. Club was entertained
by Mrs. John Ranlett 3d Monday
evening at her apartment on Talbot
avenue, honors in bridge being won
by Mrs. John M. Richardson, Mrs.
A. R., Havener and Mrs. Edward
Gonia.

prices our Unfinished Furniture and paint and finish
it as you wish through these coming winter weeks.

A Happy Way To Save!

Put those cupboards in the kitchen—add those Wind
sor Chairs you’ve needed but couldn’t afford be

fore—complete a new dining room or paint a bedI

room suite as you want it with the beautiful new

lacquers—easy flowing, easy to apply, quick drying.

SPEND TO SAVE!

STONINGTON FURNITURE
Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

Rockland. Me.

The silver tea Tuesday afternoon
sponsored by the Methebesec Club
proved a very successful affair, there
being 75 or more present. The tea
‘table with its dainty appointments
was presided over by Mrs. Ruth |
Ellingwood and Mrs. Annie Stevens
as pourers, and the social commit
tee, under whose direction the tea
was given, served, those ladies being
Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Louise
Ingraham.
Mrs.
Anah
Gay,
Mrs. Alice
Karl, Mrs. Laura
Maxey and Mrs. Addie Small.
Mrs. Irene Moran and Mrs. Orissa
I Merritt received the guests. The
I rooms were very attractive with
many shaded lamps and easy chairs,
and the gathering was one of social
happiness. A tidy sum was realized |
for the State scholarship aid fund.
Special thanks are made to Mr.
Fickett of the Maine Music Com
pany who loaned an Orthophonic
Victrola and records and to Mrs.
Florence Ellis of the Central Maine
Power Company for her help.

BE IN STYLE

ZV

You can do both by

coming to this live fash"
IT

WOULD HAVE

COLDER
HE E P

TO BE

ion institution.

THAN THAT TO

ZMe

PRO

Sargon Brought Relief From
Torture To Thomas J.
Doyle
“Any medicine that can take a man
who had suffered with neuritis for
twenty years and put him back on
his feet like Sargon did me, deserves

Just now we are show
ing wonderful values in

Men’s Suits and Over
coats.
AHO I OOESS

YOU DIDN'T

NOTICE THIS HEW
OVERCOAT ! COT AT

^GREGORY'S

$19.75
Garments that sold for
a lot more money.

Makes Gun Rhyme with Fun!
Great Guns! Great Grins!
Jack plays a wise-cracking life in
surance salesman selling policies to
good girls and bad men!
How Jack wrecks a gang of thugs
and sells one girl for life is told in
tthe funniest story Jack's ever been

Every broken lot in ev
Z 'zv» SO COLD I M ABOUT
TO ERE E L E- PUT IT
AROUND ME

DE AD

ery department marked

at

irresistible

prices.

JUST THE

SLEE VES

If you can use Shirts in
size 14 neck, have a few

THOMAS J. DOYLE

dozen, two to three dol
lars value, at
Many handsome new shades,
weaves and patterns in this lot of
Overcoats.
Box, Tubular and
Chesterfield models. A Pursepleasing price range, starting at
S19.75 and moving by easy stages
up to $37.50.
It’s always warm weather Inside
our ehill-proof Overcoats.

95c each

Gregory’s
416 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

every boost I could possibly give it,”
declared Thomas J. Doyle, 10 Wave
St,, Dorchester. Mass. "Not only
that, it's relieved me of over-active
kidheys and backaches; given me a
[ fine appetite and strengthened and
invigorated my entire system.
“For constipation, I uspd the Sar
gon Pills and they regulated me. more
satisfactorily than any laxative I’ve
j ever taken. I go out of my way now
to tell everyone about those remark
able treatment.”
Sold by The Corner Drug Store,,
Tne., in Rockland; by George H.
Gardiner in Warren; and II. L. Bossa
i in Waldoboro.
10-lt

The Gang
Buster

Paramount's Roaring Comedy with

JEAN ARTHUR
WILLIAM Stage BOYD
OUR GANG COMEDY
“INDIANS ARE COMING"
CARTOON
NOW PLAYING
BERT LYTELL in “BROTHERS”
Paramount

Publix
Theatre

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
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Along the Mexican Border
From Los Angeles, Cal.. Jan. 6.—
“For 12 nights Jack Frost has keot
thousands of men busy in citrus
gioves tending smudge pots to keep
the fruit from freezing. Growers in
southern California are using 6C0O
gallons of fuel oil a night to ward
off the danger."
<$><$><§•<$?
In Florida, as far south as Miami
the thermometer has been as low as
38 this winter. Many times as low as
40. Often at 46. Those of you in
Maine who wear overcoats must remember that overcoats are also worn
in winter in Florida. California and
the Magic Valley. These places also
have to have homes and hotels heated. So many people have a wrong
impression of California and Florida
on this one point.

Key West, Honolulu, Porto Rico, the
Virgin Islands—but none on the
mainland. Anywhere you roam, on
the mainland, you will run into overcoat weather at times during Decemher, January and February. You
would be surprised to know how few
j people realize that fact. Many never
give it a thought. "Florida" means
summer and that is the end of it;
it means sunshine, palms, bathing—
t"e^' never think of the chilly nights.
$>
<$> •>
People who spend their winters in
Maine*" are "prepared "for the cold,
They dress for it, their houses are
built for it with storm wlndows
cellars, furnace heat and there js
no doubt they are more comfortable
jn their tomes on cold nights than
people living in cottages and houses
built on top of the ground in the sub
<$. <$
tropical countries, for these tropical
They see pictures of palm trees, 4 homes have no furnace heat, but de
bathing girls, and blazing sunshine, pend on fireplaces and gas stoves.
But they fail to grasp the fact that The new, modern hotels in cities as
when the sun goes down, or when it far south as Miami are heated by hot
clouds up and a “norther" blows, you water or steam, and they have
get out the overcoat and light the radiators in the rooms and corridors
fire, put on the heavy union suit, and as you do in the north.
keep away from the bathing beach.
The damp chill of a tropical coun$, <$, $> §,
try is very penetrating, and when
, the thermometer in Florida or here
While mid-dav here in December gets down to 60. you feel as cold as
and January is beautiful, and fairly ,
WQuld
Mai
warm, our nights run around 55 and t0 40 j have heard peopIe jn CairQ
60, and at times a bit hlgher and pgypt jn mid-winter, complain more
kmlsrvrs si rt«ia0,°n,h‘e';iu’ rf r,'
Are in the fireplace every night and ever^rd a
England

, complain during the coldest weather
there. So it is not all milk and
honey. The land of milk and honey
1 is pretty shivery at times during the
winter months, and the folks back
home in Maine are better off than
they think.
,
♦ 4> 4> 8
,
’ '
A ^''cre earthquake in Mexico City
, , Thursday did great damage and
' billed a score of people. One American’
R. White of Fort Worth,
Texas, had a big moment during the
quake. He had arrived a few hours
<«, a a &
before to spend two weeks' vacation
with friends. The earthquake ocOur sun here in December was far curred at 7 p. m. and at 8.05 p. m.
to the south of us. just as you see it Mr. White was on a train headed for
far to the south of you up there. It the United States. His big moment
will not reach the equator on its was when he jumped aboard the
journey north until March 21, the train
first day of spring. And even at that
47 <$> <§>
time, as The Magic Valley is 27 de
There
were
many scenes of horror,
grees north latitude the sun will still
be about 1890 miles south of us. as described by the Boston and other
Even on June 22, the first day of metropolitan papers, but the first
summer, and the longest day of the prize should go to a man from
year, the sun has reached only the ‘ Brownsville, here in the Valley. He
Tiopic of Cancer, and that is still tells of the people praying in the
south of us, and south of all Florida, streets as he came out of the Ritz
running just north of the citv of Hotel, on the run; he tells of the bliz
Havana, or nearly 200 miles south of zard. the storm, the lightning and
the "yellowish" hue in the sky. and
us here.
then he adds: “At first the earth
<$>$<$♦
vibrated up and down, and then it
There is no place on the mainland oscillated horizontally and sideways.
of the United States where you may Seeing this, I ran to the airport and
go without an overcoat or heat dur hired a plane to take me home." It
ing the entire 12 months. There are is a new thought. In an earthquake.
places in the United States, such as j y0U are saje jn an airplane.

SIMONTON FARM BUREAU

BEVERAGE OBJECTS

Women Folks In That Village Have
North Haven Man Opposes
Outlined a Busy Season's Work
The Simonton Farm Bureau is right
down to business for 1931, with this
organization:
Chairman, Mrs. Gertie Talenbloom:
secretary, Mrs. Estella Simonton;
clothing. Mrs. J. W. Buzzell; foods,
Mrs. Henry Carver; home manage
ment, Mrs. C. H. Annis; publicity,
Mrs. Sarah Marcello; annual meeting
(chairman) Mrs. Carver and Mrs.
Buzzell; planning meeting, (chair
man), Mrs. Gertie Talenbloom.
These meetings have been arranged:
Jan. 28—Stenciling, Mrs. C H.
Annis.
Feb. 25.—Decorative Stitches, Mrs.
J. W. Buzzell.
March 25—Tea wagons and end
tables. Mrs. C. H. Annis.
April 9—Home flower gardens. Mrs.
Guy Annis. S. Marcello.
May 20—Preparation of milk and
milk products. Mrs. H. Carver.
June 18—Meat selection and cook
ery. Mrs. H. Carver.
July 15—Kitchen Aid, Mrs. H. C.
Annis.
July 22.—Committee Meeting. Mrs.
G. Talenbloom.
Aug.—Septic tanks, Mrs. Guy
Annis.
Sept. 1—Reconditioning wardrobe,
Mrs. J. W. Buzzell.
Oct. 7—Details and Accessories,
Mrs. J. W. Buzzell.
Nov. 5—Home furnishings (general)
Mrs. C. H. Annis.
Dec —Planning. meeting, Mrs. G
Talenbloom.
Stenciling is the subject to be dis
cussed at the farm bureau meeting.
Jan. 28 at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Annis. The meeting which is to be
in charge of Mrs. Zilpha Annis.
household project leader, will start at
1.30 p. m. Members are requested to
take articles or material they wish to
stencil. Paints and brushes will be
furnished at the meeting at a small
cost.

Proposed Method of Tax
ing Cars
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As treasurer of the town of North
Haven I received a letter from a
member of the House of Representa
tives, (and I presume all town treas
urers received the same kind of a let
ter) saying there was soon "to be in
troduced an Act into the Legislature
to increase the excise tax on motor
vehicles one mill and to provide that
in no case shall the excise tax levied
on motor vehicles be less than three
dollars.”
The letter goes on to say: “I would
appreciate receiving your personal
views on the matter and to know if
you favor the proposed change."
As the law now stands I could not
vote for the change. In some ways
the present law is good, but I think
has some very bad features. All mo
tor vehicles now must pay the ex
cise tax before they can be registered,
no matter what time of the year
they are bought. I think that part
of the law is fine, but when you have
said that you have said about all
there is in favor of the law. as I can
not find anything else in it that is
any improvement over the old way of
taxing the cars. I can see no justice
in making a car that has paid one
tax. paying another tax the same
year, and perhaps many more than
one. simply because it has changed
hands. I understand by the change
asked for, all cars, no matter how
often they change hands, would have
to be taxed not less than $3 which
looks to me to be a very unjust law.
Why a car should be taxed every
time it changes hands and the money
So received be apportioned as all
other money received for taxes
assessed on property located within
said town or city, I cannot under
stand. Why not tax all other prop

erty each time it changes hands if
the money is to be apportioned in the
same way?
Why not make this tax on cars a
road tax, and have each motor ve
hicle taxed annually as the law now
stands, with the exceptions that in
no case shall the excise tax levied be
less than $3. and that no motor ve
hicle shall be taxed but once, no
matter how many times it may
change hands as long as it is owned
in the same town or city, and all
money collected with the provisions
of this act shall be expended on the
highways in the city or town where
the money is collected.
Frank Beverage.
North Haven. Jan. 19.
FRANCE HONORS HIM

Says Flight of Coste and Bellonte
Was Success Largely Due To Lind
bergh's Help

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh went
bareheaded and in street clothes to
a gathering of high ranking officials
and diplomats to receive the Cross
of Commander of the Legion of
Honor from Ambassador Claudel of
France. The presentation was made
on behalf of France in recognition
of Lindbergh's flight from New York
to Paris in May, 1927.
In presenting the cross. Ambassa
dor Claudel said the westward flight
of Coste and Bellonte last September
was a success largely because Lindbi rgh had mapped the trans-Atlantic
course. It was in recognition of this
s ice to the two Frenchmen as well
as his own record-making flight that
the medal wits awarded, he said.
Among those at the presentation
were Secretary Adams, Senator Mor
row. Lindbergh's father-in-law, and
Chairman Wickersham of the Law
Enforcement Commission.

Every-Other-Day

RETIRE?

NOT MUCH!

Adelyn Bushnell “Darling of
New England Stock,” Back
In Boston
(Boston Sunday Globe)
"There's no such thing as a retired
actress,” says Adelyn Bushnell. And
Miss Bushnell ought to know. The
I former darling of the New England
i stock companies is back in Boston,
i This time she is playing the only
feminine role in “The Racket" at
i the Copley Theatre.
Next fall Miss Bushnell is coming
out of the retired class, and is comi ing to Broadway—or Boston—with
all her old-time verve and enthu
siasm.
Miss Bushnell left the stage when
her voice gave out. Season aftpr
season she had learned hundreds of
roles. A famous “trouper," there
was no part too long for Miss Bush
nell. She was always letter perfect
on her opening night, and the next
day she would start learning the role
for the following week. She re
hearsed in drafty halls and stages,
and she took very little care of her
physical self, save to keep down to
a fashionable slenderness.
And then the many seasons of
hard, unrelenting work took their
toll of the actress. Her voice gave
out completely. For a time she tried
various remedies, except the right
one. Her going on with her work
made her voice even worse. And so,
forced to do so because she couldn't
talk any longer, Adelyn Bushnell
left the stage she loved.
To her friends’ surprise she went to
her home town of Thomaston, Me.,
where she started writing. And,
under the name of Nancy Bradford,
she made a creditable showing with
the sale of sketches, vaudeville acts
and movie scenarios.

bake their beans every Saturday
night, and where there are no the
atres. They know all about the film
heroes and heroines, but many of
the Thomaston residents have never
seen a stage play.
Miss Bushnell not only wrote
sketches but she taught elocution to
Thomaston's younger set. She gave
to them a love of the theatre they
had never seen and she saw that in
one town, at least, a theatrical tradi
tion was kept alive. Many of her
pupils saved their butter and egg
money to go to Boston to see Ethel
Barrymore and other of the great
actresses of the stage.
But it wasn't enough to fill the life
of the retired actress. Besides, an
actress doesn't retire.
“It is like a narcotic, you can’t get
away from it,” said Miss Bushnell.
I “If the theatre is in your blood you
might as well try to escape from
your shadow. I have been very
happy in Thomaston, where I live in
the very house where I was born.
But there is a glamour about the
theatre which I love and which I
have missed ever since I went away.
“My voice has returned, thanks to
rest and care. And next fall I am go
ing back to the stage myself. I
haven't thought for a minute that I
was retired. No one ever retires. No
matter how old an actress becomes,
or how much money she has, she is
i still hoping for a new role. An 80i year-old actress may not be acting
any longer, but she won't admit she
has retired. And while I seemed to
. have given up my stage career, I
! was merely getting myself into good
! physical condition to go back."
No Thought of Retiring

But, now that she is back and re1 hearsing her role—that of a tough
girl who tries to “make" the hero—
she finds that she isn't wholly satis
fied with acting.
“I am afraid that a good actress
was lost when I started writing,”
"Is the pleasure of the next dance
Wrote
and
Taught
laughed Miss Bushnell. “I want to
to be mine? asked a persistent beau
Now Thomaston is a nice little produce and direct. I find myself
ot a girl who was keen to avoid him.
Maine town, where the housewives envving the playwright rather than
"Yes, entirely," she replied.

the star on Broadway. I should like
to be a second Jessie Bonstelle and
have my own company where I
might try out various experiments.
“I want to develop new talent, and
to put on new plays. In other words,
I want to create something myself.
I would like to write some of the
plays myself, but I would also like to
put on plays by young authors who
have had no stage experience,
“There’s room for such a company
somewhere. It would do much to
help the American theatre keep alive
its traditions. Graduates of this
company could go straight to Broad
way where there is a call for experi
enced men and women, who are
versatile enough to play any kind of
! role."
Miss Bushnell believes that in
every person there is a creative urge,
which is expressed in physical or
mental terms. "Those persons who
yearn to create mentally are never
satisfied," she says. “They want to
give their brain children to the world,
and are not happy unless they can
' write or paint or sing all the time.
“My creative urge is manifested
through the theatre, and there is
where my happiness is found. The
more I write or act the more conj tent I shall be. But once let me be
termed a 'retired actress' and I shall
j kick over the traces and become as
temperamental as a prima donna.
No actress who really is an actress
can ever leave the stage.”

When you have a cold think of

EPHI (F. I.)
Guard against head colds, ca
tarrhal conditions and germ dis
eases as much as possible.
Ephl (F. I.) is sold by all drug
gists.
Price 50c
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
98 Exchange St. Bangor, Maine
At The Sign Of The Blue Bottle

I

morning.

®
People who have not spent winters
in California and Florida have a very
wrong idea as to the heat and cold,
There is sunshine, but, as you know,
sunshine is not always warm up
there in December. It would be fair
to say that Florida and California
have Rockland April or May weather
during the winter time. Most of
you have fires in April and May to
take off the chill, and while it warms
up in the middle of the day, it is cool
evenings.

THE MARKET BASKET
United States Bureau of
Home Economics Gives
Some Diet Hints
Family Food Guide

Every meal—Milk for children,
bread for all.
Every day—Cereal in porridge or
puddings. Potatoes. Tomatoes (or
oranges) for children. A green or
v< How vegetable. A fruit or addition
al vegetable.
Two to four times a week—Toma
toes for all. Dried beans and peas or
peanuts. Eggs (especially for chil
dren). Lean meat, fish or poultry, or
cheese.
With only $7.12 a housewife can
ptovide four adults with three meals
a day for one week if she follows the
food guide developed by the Bureau
ol Home Economics. U. 8. Department
of Agriculture.
This is the average cost for a week's
market basket, outlined in this article.
Ihe sum is den. d Irom figures
gathered in twelve t. ies throughout
the country. New York tops the list
with a cost of $7.83. followed by
Charlotte, N. C„ with $7.57. Detroit
prices are the lowest witn a figure of
$3.38 and Pittsburgh comes next with
$6.75.
The variety of the foods listed in the
market basket is not great but they
are what is known as protective loods.
Dr. Louise Stanley, Chief of the bu
reau. explains this as meaning tnat
there is a good supply of vitamins
protein, calcium, phosphorus and iron,
as well as enough calories, to provide
for growth and health.
At the request of the woman’s
division of the President's Emer
gency Committee for Employment, ol
which Dr. Lillian Gilbreth is head,
t ie bureau developed this food guide
to meet the needs of these families
who must live on a very small sum
o; money as a result of the present
situation. It was designed as a mini
mum food guide and wherever the

WANT TO LOOK YOUNG?
The secret of keeping young is to
feel young—to do this you must watch
your liver and bowels—there’s no
need of having a sallow complexion—
dark rings under your eyes—pimples
—a bilious look in your face—dull
eyes with no sparkle. Vour doctor will
tell you ninety per cent of all sickness
comes from inactive bowels and liver.
Dr. Edwards, a well-known phy
sician in Ohio, perfected a vegetable
compound as a substitute for calomel
to act on the liver and bowels, which
, he gave to his patients for years.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are
gentle in their action yet always effec
tive. They help bring about that nat
ural buoyancy which all should enjoy
by toning up the liver and clearing tlie
system of impurities.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are
known by their olive color. 15c, 30c, 60c.

family pocket book permits, the
allowance should be increased. The
bureau suggests that the cheapest
and best way to augment the weekly
allowance is to increase the milk and
tomatoes one pound per person per
week.
The quantities of milk,
vegetables, and lean meat listed are
absolutely necessary to maintain
health, and Doctor Stanley cautions
against reducing these essentials.
The food guide furnishes an excellent
foundation upon which a more expen
sive diet may be built.
Menu for one day: Breakfast—
Cooked cereal with raisins and milk,
fried corn meal mush with molasses
coffee; dinner—beef or pork liver
with bacon served with gravy, stewed
tomatoes, bread, margarine or but
ter; supper—fish chowder, rice pud
ding. bread, margarine, tea.
A family of four adults should buy
every week flour, cereal and rice (IS
pounds bread count as 1 pound flour)
22 to 27 pounds; milk, 4 to 8 quarts;
potatoes, <14 pounds in 1 peck), 1 to
1 1-3 pecks; dried beans, peas, len
tils, 1 to 3 pounds; tomatoes, 3
quarts; other vegetables, (including
some of green or yellow color, and in
expensive fruits), 20 to 25 pounds;
fats, such as lard, salt pork, bacon,
margarine, butter, etc., 4 pounds;
sugar and molasses, 5 to 6 pounds;
lean meat, fish, cheese, eggs. 5 to 10
pounds.
'Market Suggestions

The menu suggested for one day
includes liver and bacon. The bu
reau has made extensive experiments
with beef, hog, calf and lamb liver
with the foUowing results. Hog liver
compares very favorably with beef
and calf liver and is usually half as
fxpensive. Its flavor is much imP’.uved by scalding for about half
a minute before frying in bacon fat.
Lamb liver is also cheap but it is
usually sold whole and not by the
slnpie round.
The ve"etable and fruit allowance
of 20 pounds should include some
leafv gr cn vegetables and fame yel
low vegetables, and some oranges,
banana and dried fruit. The choice
necessarily must depend on the price.
A good division might be 15 pounds
of vegetables and five pounds of
fruit.
Mild vegetables should be cooked
quickly, until tender, in as little
water as possible, and all juices used
either with thg vegetable, or in soup.
In this way the valuable minerals,
so necessary for health, are not
wasted, the bureau advises.
I

soco

MONEY
ALL THROUGH

1931
For 55 years Socony products have maintained

—IT SAVES YOU MONEY.

their leadership because Socony engineers have

each year improved them and made them more

• TIIE NEW SOCONY MOTOR OIL—THE MOST ECONOMICAL MOTOR OIL
It is a completely dewaxed, 100% paraffine base oil that maintains

economical to use. 1931 Socony gasolines and

the proper body at all engine temperatures and flows freely in cold

RAINIER LIME RICKEY

Rockland Produce Co.
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
Miniature Golf Course
146-29

weather. It reduces wear in your engine. It saves drain on your battery,

lubricants sum up for you all the advantages of

and gives perfect piston seal, maximum power, minimum gasoline

this long and successful experience. Try them.

and oil consumption.

Make 1931 your most economical motoring year!

Perfected . . . proved aloft, ashore, afloat

—IT SAVES YOU MONEY.

• SOCONY CERTIFIED LUBRICATION—THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY
because it is safe, sure, scientific. No guesswork. Socony Service men
• SOCONY SPECIAL PLUS ETHYL

QUICKEST STARTING AND
GREATEST ECONOMY IN THE PREMIUM FIELD. "Special” gives quick

have gone to school for 16 weeks to learn correct lubrication.They follow a

est starting even in sub-zero weather. Il’s brisker,

cant. Keep performance up, repair hills down with Certified Lubrication

livelier!

It saves

you coaxing and nagging on the sell-starter. It reduces the amount

chart ofyourcar and reach every big and little point with the proper lubri
—IT SAVES YOU MONEY.

of choke gasoline in your crankcase. It will not knock on the steepest
of hills. In winter

especially

we recommend Special

plus

Ethyl

—IT SAVES YOU MONEY.

• SOCONY BANNER GASOLINE —FASTEST STARTING AND CREATEST

SAVING IN THE NON-PREMIUM FIELD.

Make 1931 your most economical motoring year.

Make this resolution: "I’ll buy Socony... and start
Banner is the most popular

gasoline in New York and New England because it gives you
A new sparkling Fresh Fru t Bev
erage—a perfect mixer
Listen in every Friday evening at
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Distributed by

any other non-premium fuel. Thousands of motorists have found

quicker starting, faster pick-up, more power, more mileage, than

saving now!” Drive into a Socony station today.

Make every start in the New Year a quick start—
with Socony.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

